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Abstract
There are countless numbers of lubricated components everywhere in life and an im-
provement in efficiency would lead to great cost efficiency improvements in many ap-
plications. This makes it an area which is subject to a great deal of research. Here,
an approach to increase the efficiency in hydrodynamic lubrication is made where the
influences from textured surfaces are investigated.

Two parameterized geometry types are used as the textured surfaces. A two di-
mensional fluid domain containing an upper wall with a tangential velocity and a static
lower wall containing a groove of the same order of size as the separation of the walls
is used. The fluid mechanics is solved using a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
method.

The effects of geometrical and physical properties of the fluid domains are studied.
With an isothermal flow condition and parallel walls the pressure in the fluid domain
remains at the reference value. However, by introducing a textured surface, a net pres-
sure build-up is achieved in the domain introducing a load carrying capacity.The most
important contributor to this effect is fluid inertia.

It is seen that a maximum load carrying capacity exists for a certain value of the
groove depth. The flow in the groove can be related to a driven cavity flow phenomenon
where the beginning of a vortex development is seen near the maximum load carrying
capacity.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

In daily life there are countless numbers of mechanical applications containing moving
parts with surfaces in close proximity with each other. These applications extend from
tiny microscopic components to large sized applications such as hydro-power plants
and ships. If these surfaces are experiencing forces pressing them together and also
are moving with relative velocities, friction will appear between them and heat will
be produced. It is therefore important to reduce the friction in order to achieve better
performance and to avoid damaging of the surfaces. What would be a better way
to reduce the friction than to separate the surfaces in some way? Figure 1 shows a
schematic sketch of such surfaces interacting with a force F and a velocity u. To be
able to separate these surfaces an internal force as big as F has to be developed in the
opposite direction. This could be achieved by applying a pressure to a fluid between
the surfaces. The force is then calculated as the pressure integral across the surface
area. The pressure can be manually applied, which is called hydrostatic lubrication, or
by letting kinematic energy from the walls be converted into fluid pressure, which is
the concept of hydrodynamic lubrication.
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Figure 1: A schematic figure of a bearing with fixed lower surface. The upper surface is
moving with velocity u and the bearing is carrying a load of magnitude F .

The greatest hydrodynamic pressure build-up is achieved by letting the surfaces
form a small angle between them producing a geometric convergence. With some kind
of fluid in between, the velocity u on the wall will start driving fluid into the gap leading
to a pressure build-up. Due to friction in the fluid film, the temperature will rise leading
to thermal expansion of the fluid which in turn might produce a pressure rise aswell.

Examples of applications where this theory is applied are thrust and journal bear-
ings where the fluid used is either a liquid or a gas. These bearings have three major
purposes:

• To reduce friction and wear between surfaces

• To support a load

• To avoid seizure and damage of the contact zone

There are indeed more mechanisms that produce pressure build-up in the fluid film.
One way would perhaps be to introduce a texturing to one surface, i.e. using a surface
containing small dimples or grooves. This is the subject of the current research where
the main tool is CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics).
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1.1 Previous Research 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Previous Research

Fluid film lubrication is an area which is subject to much research. This is due to the
widespread range of applications which in turn leads to the fact that a small improve-
ment in bearing performance can be substantially economically beneficial. The main
area of this research is focused on hydrodynamic effects of a textured surface. This has
been subject to both analytical and experimental research over the last few years and
various results have been achieved on lubrication performance.

Journal bearings with and without micro-grooves on the shaft have been studied
by Snegovskii and Bulyuk in an experimental setup [1]. The shafts are vibro-rolled
to achieve these micro-grooves. The authors present that the load carrying capacity
is increased 1.5–2 times with the shaft containing micro-grooves compared to shaft
not containing the grooves for sliding velocities from 30 to 60 m/s. For groove depth
greater than 12–15 µm no improvement in bearing performance is achieved. The load
capacity without grooves is decreased when the velocity increases. This is, according
to the authors, due to inadequate heat transfer from the loaded zone. The reason for
better load carrying capacity with micro-grooves is claimed to be due to additional
lubrication and circulation through the loaded zone. A similar statement is made by
Bulyuk in [2] where the research is focused on thermal analysis of sliding bearings
with micro-channels on the shaft. Applying micro-channels leads to intermixing of the
lubricant for certain velocities and effective fluid-film thickness. Bulyuk claims that
there is a forced turbulization in the loaded zone. The heat removal from the shaft
becomes 1.8–4.0 times greater with micro-channels than without.

In an experimental setup with pending pad bearing [3] a reduction of the coefficient
of friction by 7.3% is achieved with 16% groove area density on one surface compared
to a plain surface. The authors suggest that further research should be focused on
optimizing the size, shape, pattern and orientation of the grooves.

A theoretical approach to finding hydrodynamic effects of micro-grooves is made
by Ronen and Etsion in [4] where the focus lies on friction force. Reynolds equation,
including an inertia term is solved with an iterative method. The application is a piston
ring with applied micro-grooves. The interacting surfaces are thus completely parallel.
The inertia parameter had little effect on the average friction force. The average friction
force is reduced with increasing number of grooves.

An example, not of surface texturing, but of a computational approach in a sim-
ilar regime is presented in [5], where the analysis is focused on the fore-region, i.e.
the large pocket in front of the surfaces of a thrust bearing pad. A Computational Fluid
Dynamics technique is used and the constant terms are temperature, viscosity and dens-
ity. An optimal fluid film ratio h2/h1 is achieved, where h1 = inlet f ilm thickness and
h2 = outlet f ilm thickness. An interesting result is that the load capacity is increased by
including fluid inertia in the calculations and by including fluid flow in the fore-region.

Previous research, which has mainly been experimental, has shown that textured
surfaces in some cases lead to interesting hydrodynamic effects. With practical ex-
periments, however, it may be hard to achieve good spatial resolution. The probes
used in various measurements are not infinitesimally small and the level of noise in
the measurements may be factors that limit the highest possible resolution. In order to
understand the flow phenomena occurring in these small regimes to a higher degree,
a computational approach is needed. With a computational approach, geometrical and
physical variables are easily changed and results from different flow conditions can be
achieved with low effort. One such approach could be Computational Fluid Dynamics
which we discuss in the next section.
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1 INTRODUCTION 1.2 Why CFD?

1.2 Why CFD?
CFD is an acronym for Computational Fluid Dynamics and involves solving fluid flow
problems in a computational discrete iterative manner. The subject of solving fluid
flows is often complicated and has earlier only been possible for simple cases where
certain terms of the governing equations could be neglected in such a way that the prob-
lem could be solved analytically. Computational codes for solving structural mechanics
problems have been around for a reasonably long time and are well established in the
different research areas. CFD-codes are however a bit less established on the market,
but have from some ten years ago up to now increased a lot in usage in the industrial
and research community. This is mainly because of a tremendous increase in computer
performance and at the same time a decrease in costs in the last years.

The basic governing equations for fluid flow (see appendix A) include non-linear
partial derivatives and can only be solved analytically for simple cases. One frequently
used approximation to the governing equations of fluid flow is the Reynolds equation
which is used in thin fluid films (see appendix B). In Reynolds equation the inertia term
(see appendix A.3) is neglected. This is usually a good approximation for fluid film
lubrication with smooth walls. If, however, the walls marking off the thin fluid film
contains some geometrical perturbations, the inertia term can significantly influence
the flow and the Reynolds approximations are not obvious. It is therefore important to
analyze if the simplifications are physically acceptable in each case in order to receive
relevant solutions. In some cases the problems can only be solved numerically with a
CFD-technique because of the complexity of the flow.

In fluid mechanics the use of CFD is today well established, as compared to the
tribology1 community, where the use of CFD has not been equally widespread. This
might be explained by the type of flow applications which are most often thin fluid
films, and the flow equations can be simplified accordingly. CFD has in the recent
years however taken its first steps into the tribology community and is advancing con-
tinuously.

1.3 Research Objective
Could a surface containing microscopic grooves lead to better performance in terms of
hydrodynamic lubrication? Well, the aim of the current research is to figure out what
kind of effects a textured surface could have on the fluid flow in the domain and what
influences it could have on the hydrodynamic performance. As a tool for the analysis
a CFD-method will be presented.

In this research, a number of geometries and different fluid properties will be stud-
ied. The effects on hydrodynamic performance from these different properties will
be shown. An attempt to filter out the different parameters affecting the cases of hy-
drodynamic performance in a positive sense, with some physical and geometrical re-
straints, will be carried out.

1Tribology is the science of friction, wear and lubrication. The term tribology was started to be used
some 30 years ago.
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2 THEORY

2 Theory
The general governing equations of motion for a Newtonian fluid in a viscous flow are
based on the principal of conservation of momentum. By describing the spatial change
in velocity for a fluid particle and by applying a proper fluid constitutive relation to the
momentum equations the Navier-Stokes equations are formed. These are derived in
appendix A. The full Navier-Stokes equations written in tensor notation take the form

ρ
Dui

Dt
= −

∂p
∂xi

+ρ Gi +
∂

∂x j

[

2ηei j −
2
3

η(∇ ·ui)δi j

]

. (2.1)

The left term is frequently called the material or transport derivative and describes the
transport of a fluid particle in a fixed coordinate frame called Eulerian description. It
here describes the change in velocity as the element moves in time and space, i.e.,
the derivative describes the inertia of the flow and is called advection2 . The material
derivative has the form

Dui

Dt
=

∂ui

∂t
+u j

∂ui

∂x j
(2.2)

for the description of particle velocity and becomes non-linear with this property. The
first term of the right hand side of the Navier-Stokes equations represents a pressure
gradient originating from a scalar representation of surface forces. The next term is
body force e.g. gravity and the third describes viscous effects or diffusion.

There are three Navier-Stokes equations due to the three coordinate directions. The
unknown variables are velocity ui and pressure p. There are hence four unknowns
which implies a need for a fourth equation in order to solve the system of equations.
By the principle of mass conservation the following relation can be expressed

∂ρ
∂t

+
∂

∂xi
(ρui) = 0 (2.3)

which is called the continuity equation. This equation fulfills the theoretical solvable
criterion for the Navier-Stokes equations.

There are many important internal relations among the terms of the Navier-Stokes
equations. These relations reveal important properties of the flow and one of the most
common such relations is the Reynolds number. This is a non-dimensional quantity
achieved when the Navier-Stokes equations are non-dimensionalized. The Reynolds
number has the form

Re =
LU

ν
(2.4)

where L is a typical length scale, U a typical velocity scale and ν the kinematic vis-
cosity. This number describes the ratio between the advection in the left hand side of
the Navier-Stokes equations, which is scaled by the numerator and the diffusion, the
rightmost term, is scaled by the denominator of Re. If there is an advection domin-
ated flow, the transport derivative is strong and large particle acceleration occurs. The
diffusion, i.e. the forces originating from fluid shearing effects, are not strong enough
to straighten up the fluid stream. Hence the fluid particles are easily being accelerated
and the flow gets more and more disordered as the advection is increased. For a critical
value of Re the flow becomes turbulent.

2The term convection is the same as advection, describing the flow inertia. In this document the term ad-
vection will consequently be used because the name convection often is used in the field of thermodynamics
describing heat transport for fluid particles.
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2.1 Dimensional Analysis 2 THEORY

The non-linearity makes the Navier-Stokes equations difficult to solve analytically
for most applications of viscous flow. It is always preferable to simplify the level of
complexity if the results are the same. This applies for the equations discussed in this
section.

In order to accurately describe the ruling flow condition it is not always necessary
to use the full Navier-Stokes equations. If the scales of the included terms and variables
are carefully checked, the Navier-Stokes equations can often be reduced and simplified.

When the advective contribution is very small it does not need to be calculated. e.g.
this could be the case for high diffusive flows when the geometrical asperities are very
low. This type of condition is called Stokes flow where the left sides of the equality in
the Navier-Stokes equations are completely eliminated. By further restricting the flow
conditions the Reynolds equation derived in appendix B is achieved. This equation is
frequently used when calculating thin fluid film flows.

The governing flow model in this research implies the use of the complete Navier-
Stokes equations except for a certain amount of simplifications. It is convenient to
put the equations in a non-dimensional form that fits the special case being simulated,
which is the subject of the next sub-section. When doing so, certain dimensionless vari-
ables might appear which could be used to reduce the number of independent variables.
This reduces the number of simulations needed and opens the way for convenient ways
of displaying the results.

2.1 Dimensional Analysis

In this section Navier-Stokes equations will be put into dimensionless form assuming
the following simplifications:

• Body forces Gi such as gravity are excluded

• The viscosity η is constant

• The fluid is incompressible

• Conditions are steady state

• Symmetry in the z-plane

With these properties the Navier-Stokes equation becomes, in expanded form in the
x-direction,

ρ
(

u
∂u
∂x

+ v
∂u
∂y

)

= −
∂p
∂x

+η
(

∂2u
∂x2 +

∂2u
∂y2

)

(2.5a)

and in the y-direction

ρ
(

u
∂v
∂x

+ v
∂v
∂y

)

= −
∂p
∂y

+η
(

∂2v
∂x2 +

∂2v
∂y2

)

. (2.5b)

In order to get Navier-Stokes equation into dimensionless form we use the following
characteristic parameters:
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2 THEORY 2.1 Dimensional Analysis

Lx Characteristic length in x-direction [m]
Ly Characteristic length in y-direction [m]
u0 Characteristic velocity in x-direction [m/s]
v0 Characteristic velocity in y-direction [m/s]
ρ0 Characteristic density [kg/m3]
η0 Characteristic viscosity [Ns/m2]
p0 Characteristic pressure [Pa]
where the characteristic lengths are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Length scales in their respective coordinate direction of a sliding bearing
where Lx is a typical length scale in the x-direction and Ly is a typical length scale in the
y-direction. h(x) is the variable film thickness.

By using the characteristic parameters the following non-dimensional parameters
are defined:

x? =
x

Lx
y? =

y
Ly

u? =
u
u0

v? =
Lx

Ly

v
u0

ρ? =
ρ
ρ0

η? =
η
η0

p? =
p
p0

(2.6)

where x and y are coordinate directions, u and v are velocity in the x and y coordinate
direction respectively, ρ the mass density, η the dynamic viscosity, p the pressure. v? is
scaled as above in order to get the same modified Reynolds number in the y-direction
as in the x-direction. Substituting the dimensionless numbers (2.6) into (2.5a) gives

1
Lx

u2
0u? ∂u?

∂x?
+

1
Lx

u2
0v? ∂u?

∂y?
=

−
1
Lx

p0

ρ0

∂p?

∂x?

1
ρ?

+
η0

ρ0

(

u0

L2
x

∂2u?

∂x?2 +
u0

L2
y

∂2u?

∂y?2

)

η?
0

ρ?
0
.

Rearranging and multiplying by Lx/u2
0 gives

u? ∂u?

∂x?
+ v? ∂u?

∂y?
=

−
p0

ρ0

1
u2

0

∂p?

∂x?

1
ρ?

+
η0Lx

ρ0u0L2
y

[

(

Ly

Lx

)2 ∂2u?

∂x?2 +
∂2u?

∂y?2

]

η?

ρ?
(2.7)

where the term η0Lx/(ρ0u0L2
y) is the inverted modified Reynolds number Re∗. By

defining p0 = η0u0Lx/L2
y we get Re∗ in front of the pressure gradient term aswell and
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2.2 Definitions 2 THEORY

the non-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation in the x-direction takes the form

u? ∂u?

∂x?
+ v? ∂u?

∂y?
=

−
1

Re∗
∂p?

∂x?

1
ρ?

+
1

Re∗

[

(

Ly

Lx

)2 ∂2u?

∂x?2 +
∂2u?

∂y?2

]

η?

ρ?
(2.8a)

In a similar way, the y-direction becomes

u? ∂v?

∂x?
+ v? ∂v?

∂y?
=

−
1

Re∗

(

Lx

Ly

)2 ∂p?

∂y?

1
ρ?

+
1

Re∗

[

(

Ly

Lx

)2 ∂2v?

∂x?2 +
∂2v?

∂y?2

]

η?

ρ?
(2.8b)

where we have chosen the same p0 as for the x-direction. The continuity equation in
dimensionless form becomes

∂u?

∂x?
+

∂v?

∂y?
= 0. (2.9)

2.2 Definitions
We shall now take the opportunity to summarize some variables already defined and at
the same time make some new definitions. Most of the variables defined in this section
will be commonly used throughout the text. We will start by defining the two types of
geometries of the fluid domain that will be studied.

The first geometry we define as the cylindrical geometry and is seen in Figure 3.
The groove is described by a circular arc of depth d and width w. L is the length in
the x-direction of the domain and H0 is the length in the y-direction, which is the film
thickness of the fluid domain.
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Figure 3: A schematic figure of the cylindrical geometry.

The second geometry we define as the splined geometry and is seen in Figure 4. The
geometrical parameters are similarly defined for this geometry as for the cylindrical
geometry except that the groove is described as a splined curve, and another parameter
xd is introduced to describe the x-displacement of the low point of the groove.

The terms cylindrical and splined will be frequently used throughout the text and
will always be referred to as the two different types of geometries defined here.

With the definition of the geometric parameters above, we summarize the most
important dimensional quantities in table 1. As will be clear from later sections, a 2-
dimensional setup of the fluid domain is considered, which questions the importance of
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2 THEORY 2.2 Definitions
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Figure 4: A schematic figure of the splined geometry.

the parameter B. In order to simulate a 2-d condition, the domain is however set with a
certain value of B and symmetry conditions are applied in the z-direction. The value of
B is only of significance for the values of Fy and Fx.

Table 1: Important dimensional variable definitions.

Variable Definition Unit

x,y,z Coordinate directions [m]

u,v,w Velocity in respective coordinate direction [m/s]

L Length of domain in x-direction [m]

H0 Fluid film thickness [m]

B Length of domain in z-direction [m]

Awall Wall area, L∗B [m2]

w Groove width [m]

d Groove depth [m]

xd Displacement of the low groove point in the x-direction [m]

p Pressure [Pa]

Fx Wall force in the x-direction [N]

Fy Wall force in the y-direction [N]

η Dynamic viscosity [Ns/m2]

ρ Mass density [kg/m3]

t Time [s]

The most important non-dimensional variables are summarized in table 2. x+ is
defined a little different from x? in the previous section as the interval [−1,1] which
in the dimensional x-variable becomes the interval [0,L]. The location of the groove
is always set to L/2 which makes this a convenient definition since the groove center
is at x+ = 0. p+ was defined in the previous section and is here defined using only
dimensional variables. This is also the case for Re and Re∗. In the results, values of Re
will be shown instead of Re∗ because the quantity might be easier to grasp.
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2.2 Definitions 2 THEORY

Table 2: Important dimensionless variable definitions.

Variable Definition Variable Definition

x+ 2
x
L
−1; x ∈ {0,L} w+ w

L

d+ d
H0

xd+ xd
w

p+ pH02

ηuL
F+

x
FxH02

AwallηuL

Re
ρuH0

η
F+

y
FyH02

AwallηuL

Re∗
ρuH02

ηL
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3 CFD-MODEL

3 CFD-Model

In this section the boundary conditions on the domain will be stated, the computational
grids will be discussed and finally, the parameters that are varied between the simula-
tions will be treated. But first of all the basics of the computational method used will
be discussed.

In the computational method, the governing equations shown in section 2 are dis-
cretized with methods, both temporal and spatial, based on a conservative finite-volume
method. For more information of finite-volume method and different discretizations,
the reader is directed to Ferziger [6]. All variables are defined at the center of control
volumes which fill the domain. Each equation is integrated over each control volume
to obtain a discrete equation which connects the variable at the center of the control
volume with its neighbors.

The terms in all the equations are discretized in space using second-order centered
differencing apart from the advection terms. For the advective terms a hybrid dif-
ferencing scheme is used which has first-order accuracy. This scheme is slightly better
than upwind differencing because second-order central differencing will be used across
streams and in regions of low flow.

The initial guess values set in the system are zero-velocity in the x- and y-directions
and zero relative pressure throughout the domain. These initial guesses showed stable
and fast iterative convergence for the solutions.

3.1 Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions of the fluid domain are shown in figure 5. At the walls the
fluid is experiencing a no-slip condition, i.e. the velocity of the fluid takes the same
value as the velocity of the wall. The upper wall has a velocity u and the velocity of the
lower wall is zero. The edges at the low and high x-locations are bonded with a periodic
boundary. This ensures that all variables, and hence also all coefficients, have the same
value at both ends of the domain. A physical interpretation of this boundary condition
is that fluid flowing out from one end is flowing into the other end, i.e. the domain
could be seen as repeating itself into an infinitely long domain in the x-direction. A
symmetry boundary condition is placed at the z-plane. No flow equations are solved in
the z-direction and the domain is thus two-dimensional. As a physical interpretation,
the flow can be seen as an infinitely wide domain in the z-direction.
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Figure 5: Boundary conditions on the fluid domain.
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3.2 Computational Grid 3 CFD-MODEL

3.2 Computational Grid

The computational grid is of huge importance in order to receive relevant results. As a
computational method a finite volume method is used. Control volumes are defined on
a suitable grid which is a discrete representation of the continuum existing in the real
fluid domain. The governing equations are discretized into a set of algebraic equations
relating to the values at the center of the control volume. The number of equations and
unknowns are equal to the number of control volumes in the domain.

Structured grids, unstructured grids or a mixture of both can be used. In this section
the different types of grids used in the research will be defined. These names will be
referred to in later sections.

As a first step in this research, unstructured grids were used on the geometries.
Using unstructured grids allows the geometry to be complex, and still be easily meshed.
This is a great advantage compared to meshing structured grids, which can often be
a hard and time-consuming task. Two examples of unstructured grids on the splined
geometry are shown in figure 6. These grids are generated with unstructured tetrahedral
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Figure 6: Typical unstructured grid for the splined geometry.

elements. Along the walls inflated boundaries with structured prismatic elements are
created to achieve appropriate grid resolution where the initial shear rate is high. An
enlargement of the mesh inflation is shown in figure 7. In figure 6(b) a finer mesh than
in 6(a) is shown with mesh controls, i.e. finer elements, where high pressure gradients
exist.
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Figure 7: A magnified figure of the structured prismatic element layer next to the wall,
attached to the unstructured grid at the bottom.
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These meshes were generated in the commercial software package CFX5.5™ and
solved with the CFX5.5™ coupled multi-grid solver. Unfortunately, poor grid conver-
gence was achieved which will be further discussed in section 4.3 where the concept
of grid convergence and discretization error is discussed. In the quest for achieving
sufficient grid convergence and, in turn, appreciable results an approach to use struc-
tured grid generated in CFX4.4™ , imported to CFX5.5™ and solved by the CFX5.5™
solver was tested. Unfortunately this also led to poor grid convergence for all tested
grid types and another approach to the problem had to be developed.

The new approach concerned producing structured grid in the pre-processor to
CFX4.4™ and solving in the CFX4.4™ solver. This strategy seemed to work well
for the current CFD-setup and appreciable grid convergence could be achieved.

A considerable number of grid types were tested for the cylindrical and the splined
geometry respectively. These tests led to three remaining grid types for the splined
geometry and three types for the cylindrical geometry, shown in figure 8, which were
to be further evaluated. The three name definitions on these grids are single-blocked
grid in 8(a) and 8(b), multi-blocked grid in 8(c) and 8(d) and triangular blocked grid
in 8(e) and 8(f). These names will be used in later sections. As stated earlier, the fluid
domain contains symmetry in the z-plane. However, in the CFD-setup a thickness of
the domain is needed in order to construct the control volumes. The thickness in the
z-direction is set to one element length, the governing equations in the z-direction are
excluded, and the problem can be seen as a 2-d simulation.

Some words about the quality of the grids are now needed, starting out by itemizing
some important parameters involved in checking the grid quality. Thereafter the three
grid types are discussed in further detail.

• Maximum and minimum face angles. The maximum face angle is the greatest
face angle for all faces that touch the node. For each face, the angle between the
two edges of the face that touch the node is calculated. The largest angle from all
faces is returned. The maximum face angle can be considered to be a measure of
skewness. The minimum face angle is calculated in the same manner and should
not be smaller than 10◦.

• Edge length ratio. This is a ratio between the longest and the shortest edge of the
face. For each face,

max(l1, l2)
min(l1, l2)

(3.1)

is calculated for the two edges of the face that touch the node. The largest ratio
is returned.

• Element Volume Ratio is defined as the ratio of the maximum volume of an
element that touches a node, to the minimum volume of an element that touches
a node. The value returned can be used as a measure of the local expansion factor
and should not be greater than 5.

The triangular blocked grid in figures 8(e) and 8(f) is used in both the cylindrical
geometry and the splined geometry. A lot of things can be said about this grid. Maybe
the most obvious sign of poor grid quality is the lowest point of the groove where the
maximum face angle is extremely high, almost 180◦. However, at this location the
pressure and velocity gradients are at there lowest values in the domain so the grid
quality at this spot has lower influence on the total solutions. The triangular blocked
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(f) Grid for the cylindrical geometry defined as
the triangular blocked mesh.

Figure 8: The structured grid types for the splined geometries on the left and the cyl-
indrical geometries on the right.

grid is created using three blocks where the block borders are seen as the two straight
lines starting at the points joining the straight curves of the lower wall with the curve
of the groove and ending at the same point located at the projection of the lowest
point of the groove onto the upper wall. These sloped block borders obviously make
an angled connection between the blocks and even if this angle is relatively small, the
block borders cause some trouble in the solutions. The sloped block borders also imply
a somewhat skewed grid in the leftmost and rightmost blocks. This angle, however, is
not likely to cause much trouble if it is kept relatively small. It has been seen that the
block borders cause a ripple in the pressure distribution in the domain exactly at the
location of the border. The greatest error in the solutions are likely to be caused by
these block borders.

The multi-blocked grids for the splined geometry and the cylindrical geometry
differ a lot from each other. The geometries will therefore be treated separately starting
out with the multi-blocked grid for the splined geometry.
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A lot of different types of grids with multiple blocks were tried for the splined geo-
metry. The biggest problem by meshing a structured grid in this geometry is to assign a
good-quality grid to the groove area by means of fitting rectangular cell elements to the
curved surface. This might seem trivial, but as the grid is created in blocks, each block
consisting of four edges where the grid lines are swept from one edge to its opposite
edge, all grid lines on one block need to match all grid lines on the neighboring block.
It is easy to create a good-quality grid locally, but all block lines create side effects
which are transported to all other blocks in the domain, which in turn often leads to
poor grid quality at other locations. Attempts in generating a mesh on a large amount
of block were made. With this approach a good quality grid in terms of cell angles and
edge length aspect ratios could be achieved. However, block borders seem to decrease
solution accuracy especially with high diffusion across the borders. This implies worse
solutions with a domain containing many block borders.

With the discussion above in mind the multi-blocked grid which showed a relatively
good solution resulted in the grid seen in figure 8(c) which contains six blocks. This
grid is far from perfect in terms of the grid quality parameters itemized earlier. At the
straight part of the domain the edge length ratio and the face angles are good. On the
other hand, at the left and right groove sides the face angles distort to inappropriate
values. Another problem is the lower corners of the middle rectangular block. These
are located at the areas where pressure gradients are high and at these locations single
blocks would be preferred.

The multi-blocked grid for the cylindrical geometry is seen in figure 8(d). This
grid is produced on nine blocks. An advantage of this grid is the ability to have a greater
groove depth d+ and still maintain appreciable face angles. The edge length ratio is
relatively close to 1 throughout the domain. Despite these aspects, the grid produces
less grid convergence than for the single-blocked grid even when the groove depth d+

is relatively high. The reason for this seems to be unexpected influences from all block
boundaries involved in the multi-blocked grid.

The single-blocked grid in figures 8(a) and 8(b) is used in both the cylindrical and
the splined geometry. The results on the different grids reveal that the single-blocked
grid produces the best results in terms of grid convergence. However, a disadvantage
with this grid is that the groove depth d+ cannot be too large, as this leads to a coarse
grid at the area of the groove, the opposite of what is wanted. Another disadvantage is
that a sufficiently large width-to-depth ratio, i.e. w+/d+, is required in order to keep the
elements edge angles from exceeding appropriate values. Despite these disadvantages
the single-blocked grid is chosen in all simulations included in this research. The
parameters d+ and w+/d+ are, however, controlled so that acceptable mesh quality is
achieved. The “toughest” geometric condition for the single-blocked grid is when the
width-to-depth ratio w+/d+ is at its lowest value and when the cylindrical geometry
is used. Here the smallest ratio used is 0.6. Below is a summary of the grid quality
parameters for this ratio with the cylindrical geometry:

• Maximum face angle is 142.4◦.

• Minimum face angle is 38.2◦.

• Maximum edge length ratio is less than 2.5.

• Maximum element volume ratio is 1.4.
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3.3 Parameterized Simulations
A parameterized fluid model is used where certain parameters are being changed in a
structured order. All the parameters that are being varied, entirely individually from
one another, are listed in table 3. For the splined geometry these parameter variations

Table 3: Individually varied parameters.

w+















































0.10
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50

d+























0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25

xd+







−0.3
0
+0.3

Re















40
80
120
160

make up a total of 480 simulations and 160 for the cylindrical geometry because of
the lack of xd+ for this geometry. Results from some complementary simulations with
different values than those in table 3 will occasionally be shown. The geometric para-
meters are chosen so that acceptable grid quality is achieved. No attention is paid to
the values of the variables making up Re, e.g. velocity and viscosity. This is because
all results are made non-dimensional in such a way that the only dependent physical
parameter is Re. Here the value of Re is chosen as a multiple of 40. The only geomet-
ric parameters kept completely constant in these two-dimensional fluid models are L
and H0. Variation of the ratio L/H0 would be a good additional contribution to this
research.

For a brief insight in the automatic simulation system developed to manage the
amount of simulations see appendix C.
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4 Error Analysis
A CFD-simulation is always limited by errors and uncertainties. This is because of the
discretization of the the continuum of the transport equation for fluid flow. Another
example of a source of error is the round-off error of the computer solving the numer-
ical problem. Another difficulty is in describing the problem setup as close to reality
as possible. The errors that can occur in a CFD-simulation are discussed in [7]. In this
section the errors of most significance for this research will be estimated.

4.1 Model Error
The errors being described in this section are those that depend on the simplification
of the fluid model being used in this research. Thus the model error in this sense is
defined as the difference between the real flow and the exact mathematical solution.
In order to achieve relevant results from a CFD-simulation of a real flow it is of great
importance that the model is accurately described.

The fluid model used is simplified in a number of ways, partly to be able to isolate
certain terms of interest in the governing equations. By doing so, the effects of these
terms can be closely studied. The simplifications are summarized in the following:

1. Isothermal flow, hence no thermal effects can be studied in the simulations. This
is, however, a preferable effect in this research where the focus has been on the
flow-effects such as advective and diffusive influences.

2. Incompressible flow is modeled. A liquid is nearly incompressible in most cases.
However, if the pressure is high it could be pertinent to include a compressibility
relation for the liquid.

3. Laminar fluid flow is assumed. The ratio between the inertia term and the viscous
term in the Navier-Stokes equations tells us to some extent how the flow behaves.
A certain amount of dominance for the inertia term gives rise to unsteady flow in
the domain. In the case of unsteady or turbulent flow the fluid domain has to be
covered with an extremely fine grid to be able to resolve the small eddies of the
turbulence.

4. Steady state, i.e. time independent solutions are assumed. This is a good assump-
tion when the flow is both laminar and isothermal, when constant wall velocity
and periodic boundary are applied.

5. Symmetry in the z-plane. This condition does not introduce an error in the or-
dinary sense. It merely states that we simulate an infinitely wide gap in the
z-direction.

4.2 Iteration Error
Many numerical computational methods have an iterative nature. New solutions are re-
ceived each iterative step. The iteration or convergence error represents the difference
between a fully converged solution on a finite number of grid points and a solution that
is not fully converged. In figure 9 the solution φ is plotted as a function of grid edge
length. Here φ represents a normal wall force. The different curves represent different
amount of iterative convergence. It can be seen that the upper two curves, which rep-
resent residuals of U and V -momentum = 1E-5 , mass = 1E-6 and U and V -momentum
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= 1E-4, mass = 1E-5 respectively coincide. This means that the solution has reached
sufficient iterative convergence. Even the third curve with U and V -momentum = 1E-3
and mass = 1E-4 is close to the uppermost curves. From this we draw the conclusion
that with an iterative convergence of about 1E-4–1E-5 on all terms, negligible iterative
errors are achieved.
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Figure 9: Mesh convergence for different iterative convergence of U -momentum, V -
momentum and mass residuals for solutions, φ∗10−5. The two top curves coincide.

4.3 Discretization Error
As stated in earlier sections, it is difficult to solve the governing equation of fluid mo-
tion exactly which is why different numerical methods are being used in computational
methods. The partial differential equations are approximated to achieve an algebraic
set of equations to solve at a finite number of discrete points in the fluid domain. All
numerical methods produce approximate solutions which is why it is of importance to
be aware of, and to a reasonable degree also determine the size of, the discretization
error. The higher the spatial resolution the more exact solution returned. An infinite
number of grid points would produce zero discretization error.

To determine the size of the discretization error, a systematical refinement of the
grid has to be performed and the solutions compared. This is the meaning of grid
convergence. Such a systematical grid refinement study has been made for several
different grid types. Some comparisons in grid convergence between different grid
types will be made in this section, as well as a conclusion as to which grid types are
the most suitable for further simulations.

One simple method to determine the discretization error is by using the Richardson
extrapolation method, see Roache [8] and Ferziger [6]. With this method an “exact”
solution can be extrapolated using a relation between the order of error reduction as
the grid is refined and the factor by which the grid density is increased. Richardson
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extrapolation can only be performed if the two finest grids are fine enough such that
the solution error monotonically decreases. The order of the error can be calculated by

p =
log
(

φ2h−φ4h
φh−φ2h

)

logr
(4.1)

where r is the grid refinement factor and φh is the solution obtained with an average
grid spacing h. With p known, the discretization error can then be estimated by

εh ≈
φh −φ2h

rp −1
. (4.2)

and the extrapolated “exact” solution is obtain by

Φ = φh + εh. (4.3)

This is a simple equation which is easy to use but is unfortunately also easily misused.
Values of two different grid spacings only are needed if the order of the discretization
scheme is known. However, extrapolation only makes sense if the solution is monoton-
ically approaching a value for infinitesimal grid spacing. One way to find out if there
is monotonicity in the solutions is to plot the solutions on a number of different grid
spacings and make a qualitative judgment. Hence, it is not enough to make a decision
about the discretization error if only solutions from two grid spacings are available. If
the scheme is of the first order, the error should decrease linearly with grid spacing. If
the scheme is of higher order, the error should decrease accordingly.

As a first step, a comparison of grid convergence between different CFD-codes
will be discussed. Such a comparison is shown in figure 10 where a solution value φ
is plotted as a function of the element edge-length h of the grid. In the figure the same
geometry is used for all three curves. In the first curve, a structured grid generated in the
pre-processor of CFX4.4™ is solved by the CFX4.4™ solver. This curve shows clear
convergence and and is monotonically approaching a specific value. The next curve
shows a structured grid meshed in the pre-processor of CFX4.4™ which is imported to
CFX5.5™ and solved by the CFX5.5™ solver. It is hard to determine any convergence
tendencies at all for this curve. No monotonicity whatsoever is achieved for these grid
spacings. The smallest grid spacing is 1

4 of the smallest spacing for the previous curve,
producing 120 grid elements in the fluid film thickness. It seems that smaller grid
spacings are needed, which would result in long computational times. The third curve
shows an unstructured mesh created in CFX5.5™ and solved in the CFX5.5™ solver.
To make a fair comparison, the grid spacings should be smaller for this unstructured
grid. At this level of grid spacing, no asymptotic behavior is achieved at all and an
increase in grid density leads to unrealistic computational times.

As discussed in section 3.2, many attempts in achieving mesh convergence in
CFX5.5™ were made without success for the type of fluid domain used in this re-
search. It might be that very high grid density is needed. Unfortunately this would lead
to long computational times which is not preferable. This led to a complete change to
the CFX4.4™ software package which showed an appreciable grid convergence. From
now on solutions obtained from the CFX4.4™ software and structured grids only will
be considered. All grid-types mentioned here is described in section 3.2 and shown in
figure 8.

In figure 11 the multi-blocked grid is compared with the single-blocked grid for
the cylindrical geometry.In the figure the same geometries are used for the two curves
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Figure 10: Comparison of mesh convergence between different solvers for solutions,
φ∗10−5.

with d+ = 0.3 and w+ = 0.03. It can clearly be seen that a smooth linear monotonicity
is achieved for the single-blocked grid. This is in agreement with the discretization
scheme which is a first order hybrid scheme for advection. By extrapolation, the exact
solution becomes Φ = 1.009e−05 with an error for h = 1 of 3.8%. The multi-blocked
grid shows a less smooth convergence but is relatively close to the curve represent-
ing the single-blocked grid. Linearity can be discerned for this curve as well but no
extrapolation can be performed with confidence.
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Figure 11: Comparison of solutions, φ ∗ 10−5, for a single-blocked grid and a multi-
blocked grid. Here the cylindrical geometry is used with d+ = 0.3 and w+ = 0.03 on
both curves.

In figure 12 a comparison is made between a triangular blocked and a single-
blocked grid. In this figure the splined geometry is used with d+ = 0.3 and w+ = 0.02,
i.e. a slightly narrower groove than in the last comparison. The triangular and the
single-blocked grid differ a lot in their solutions. Nevertheless, the triangular blocked
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grid seems to achieve linear monotonicity at the four smallest grid spacings. The single-
blocked grid seems to achieve nonlinear monotonicity for almost all grid spacings. The
order of the non-linearity is, by equation (4.1), equal to 1.9. The error at the smallest
grid spacing h = 1 is 0.4% and for h = 2 the error is 1.5%.
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Figure 12: Comparison of solutions, φ∗10−6, for a single-blocked grid and a triangular
blocked grid. Here the splined geometry is used with xd+ = 0, d+ = 0.3 and w+ = 0.02
on both curves.

A comparison between all three grid types for the splined geometry is made in
figure 13. The triangular block produces the least accurate solutions but converges with
the multi-blocked grid for short edge-lengths. Even with the location of block corners
at the high-pressure gradient area for the multi-blocked grid, this mesh shows a better
convergence than the triangular-blocked grid, cf. the grids in figure 8, page 14. The
convergences of these two grids are however far from that of the single-blocked grid
which shows an extremely fast convergence in comparison. All the grids are relatively
monotonic and the errors for the smallest grid spacing for the triangular blocked and
the multi-blocked grids become, applying Richardson extrapolation, about 3% and for
the single-blocked grid less than 2%.

In figure 14 a comparison of the grid convergence is made between a higher order
upwind differencing scheme and an advective hybrid differencing scheme. The same
geometries and grids are used. Both plots show smooth monotonic behaviors. The
hybrid scheme produces a linear convergence with an error for the smallest grid spacing
of about 3%. The second order scheme produces a non-linear convergence and an error
for the smallest grid spacing which is somewhat lower.

By summarizing the comparisons in grid convergence it is clearly seen that the
single-blocked mesh produces superior results for both geometries. This grid is there-
fore used on all the result shown in this work. By using a higher order scheme for all
terms, a faster grid convergence is achieved. The computational times are, however,
increased by using higher order terms and the gain in solution accuracy for small grid
spacing is low. This is the reason why a hybrid scheme for advection will be used.
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Figure 14: Comparison of solutions, φ ∗ 10−6, achieved with different differencing
schemes. On the first curve a hybrid differencing scheme is used for advection and
on the other a higher order upwind is used on all terms. On both curves the splined
geometry is used with xd+ = 0, d+ = 0.3 and w+ = 0.02.
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5 Results and Discussion

In this section the results of applying the different geometrical and physical parameters
shown in table 3, section 3.3, will be shown as well as different parameter setups.
Different cases of hydrodynamic performance such as pressure distribution streamlines
and wall forces will be studied.

The physical conditions for the simulated fluid flow are stated in section 2 and
the condition for the specific fluid domain and its boundary conditions, as well as the
conditions for the computational grid, are stated in section 3. The dimensional and
non-dimensional parameters used in this section are defined in section 2.2. The two
types of geometry used here will be referred to as the cylindrical and the splined and
are defined in section 2.2, figures 3 and 4 respectively.

Different aspects of bearing performance and fluid flow resulting from the surface
asperities will be discussed. If we however start by asking a question: Are there any
effects at all caused by introducing a groove? We can answer this directly by looking
at figure 15 where the pressure distribution is plotted along the spatial dimension in
the x-direction for a domain with completely plain walls and a domain with the splined
geometry. From the figure it is clear that there is no notable effect on the pressure distri-
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Figure 15: Comparison of pressure distributions on the upper wall between a domain
with completely plain walls and the splined geometry, Re = 40 on both curves.

bution for the geometry with completely plain parallel walls. The pressure distribution
for the splined geometry, on the other hand, is clearly affected by the introduction of
the groove. It can be seen that the pressure drops from the reference value before the
groove and then starts rising at some point near the groove edge x+ = −0.15 until it
reaches a level where it drops again to return to the reference value. It is easy to see
that the absolute total pressure rise is greater than the absolute total pressure drop.

By these statements we swiftly move to the next section where we discuss the
influence of an important term in Navier-Stokes equations.

5.1 Advective Influence

The left hand side of Navier-Stokes equation describes the the inertia of the flow, or the
advection. When certain simplifications are made to the Navier-Stokes equations, it is
important that the ratio between the advective and the viscous diffusive term is known.
In lubrication approximations the advective term is often neglected. The significance
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of the advection is however not negligible if Re is high or if the change in film thickness
dh(x)/dx is rapid, [9] Sec. 2.

In this section we will study the influence of advection by comparing solutions ob-
tained from simulations making use of the full Navier-Stokes equations with solutions
obtained by neglecting advection, i.e. Stokes equations. In figure 16 the pressure dis-
tribution on the upper plain wall has been plotted as a function of the spatial dimension
x+ for Navier-Stokes and Stokes solutions respectively. In this figure the cylindrical
geometry is used where Re is set to 160. The name Wall refers to the shape of the
geometry of the lower grooved wall. From the figure, the Stokes curve seems to be
completely antisymmetric whereas the Navier-Stokes curve shows that the pressure is
far from antisymmetric.
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Figure 16: Comparison between Navier-Stokes and Stokes solutions for upper wall
pressure distributions on the cylindrical geometry. Re = 160, w+ = 0.3 for both plots.

If we follow the pressure curves in figure 16(a) starting from low x+ we first ex-
perience an almost linear pressure drop for both curves. Slightly before we arrive
at the groove edge, located at x+ = −0.3, pressure increases rapidly for the Navier-
Stokes solution producing a net pressure build-up in the fluid film. For the Stokes
solution the pressure continues its descent until it passes the groove edge where the
curve changes to an almost linear pressure rise. For the Stokes case, it seems that there
is an antisymmetry-axis at x+ = 0, producing antisymmetry between the positive and
negative x+ values.
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The mathematical difference between the Stokes and the Navier-Stokes case is the
neglection of the advective term in the Stokes equations. This means that the area
between the two curves in figure 16(a) is equal to the contribution of inertia in the flow
only.

In figure 16(b) d+ is increased to 1.25. The Stokes pressure distribution looks sim-
ilar to that seen in figure 16(a) except for the magnitude. The Navier-Stokes pressure
distribution on the other hand is quite different compared that in figure 16(a). The
slopes of the linear parts are now starting to separate between the two solutions.

In figure 17 the same conditions are applied as in figure 16 except that the pressure
distribution at the lower wall is plotted. Worth noting here are the sharp pressure spikes
located at the groove edges. This is obviously due to the edges being sharp, meaning
that the pressure locally gets extremely affected.
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Figure 17: Comparison between Navier-Stokes and Stokes solutions for lower wall pres-
sure distribution on the cylindrical geometry. Re = 160, w+ = 0.3 on both plots.

The Reynolds number was relatively large in the previous figures and great dif-
ferences were seen between the solutions from Stokes and Navier-Stokes respectively.
What happens if Re is small? Well, if Re decreases, the effect of inertia also decreases
and the Stokes and Navier-Stokes solutions should even up. In fact, this is exactly what
has happened in figure 18 where the pressure distributions, which have been plotted at
the upper and lower walls, are much alike for the Navier-Stokes and Stokes solutions.
In figure 18 clear spikes are shown at the location of the groove edges. These will be
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analyzed in more detail in the next section.
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Figure 18: Comparison between Navier-Stokes and Stokes solutions on the cylindrical
geometry. Re = 10, w+ = 0.2 and d+ = 0.75 for both plots.

Having compared the pressure distributions between the Navier-Stokes and Stokes
solutions, aswell as stating that a positive net pressure build-up occurs for the Navier-
Stokes solutions, a question arises of how the wall forces differ between the two. Is
there any positive net pressure at all for the Stokes solution? Figure 19 shows F+

y as
a function of w+ for Navier-Stokes and Stokes solutions. For the sake of interest, the
cylindrical geometry with the lowest simulated groove depth, d+ = 0.25, is chosen.
This is in order to get as low an influence of inertia as possible. In figure 19(a) Re =
10. It is seen that there is indeed a positive net force in the direction normal to the
wall, but the force for the Navier-Stokes solution is one order of magnitude greater.
In figure 19(b) the value of Re is 16 times greater and the force for the Navier-Stokes
solution is two orders of magnitude greater than the Stokes.

As stated in [9], Sec. 2, if Re ≥ O(3) (or in this case if Re ≥ O(2)), and/or a rapid
change in film thickness occurs, the importance of inertia is significant, see also [10],
Ch. 7. In the special case of figure 19(a) when w+ = 0.5, the variation from the highest
to the lowest point of the groove in terms of length-to-depth ratio is w+/(2d+), and the
same ratio with dimensional parameters becomes

O(1) <
w
2d

< O(2). (5.1)
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Figure 19: F+
y on a 10-base logarithmic scale as a function of w+ for a Navier-Stokes

and Stokes solution respectively, d+ = 0.25.

This shows that the geometry does not show a very rapid change. The most significant
part of this geometry, however, would be the groove edge where the slope is at at its
largest value, and the local change dy/dx is high. The angle γ between the plain part of
the wall and the tangent to the circular arc at the edge (see figure 20) can be calculated
by

γ = arcsin
( w

2R

)

(5.2)

where R is the radius of the circular arc making up the groove. The case of w+ = 0.5
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Figure 20: Geometric properties of the cylindrical groove with R as the radius of the
circular arc, w the groove width, d the groove depth and the angle γ describing the
largest slope of the wall.

and d+ = 0.25 gives γ ≈ 14◦. This shows that even with the low value of Re = O(1)
and these geometric properties there is a profound inertial influence.

Up to now the Stokes and the Navier-Stokes equations only have been considered,
but as mentioned in earlier sections the Reynolds equation is often used in the field
of tribology. Reynolds equation is a further approximation of the Navier-stokes equa-
tions and holds if the conditions of Stokes are fulfilled and the fluid film is thin and the
pressure is assumed constant in the y-direction. As has been shown, the Stokes equa-
tions are not applicable in these simulations which implies that the Reynolds equation
is not valid either. For further arguments on the applicability of the Reynolds equation,
constant pressure lines, or isobars, for the splined geometry are plotted in figure 21. It
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can be seen that the pressure is far from constant across the fluid film, especially at the
groove edges.
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Figure 21: Isobars for the splined geometry with different values of d+, where red is
high and blue is low pressure. xd+ = 0, w+ = 0.15 and Re = 160 are all kept constant.

By analyzing the comparisons between the Stokes and Navier-Stokes solutions it is
evident that the inertia has a significant influence on the flow solution. Even with the
relatively small Re = 10, a relatively large value of w/(2d) and with γ ≈ 14◦, which is
small but not significantly so, the flow is substantially influenced by the advective term.
When Re is as high as 160 in figure 19(b) we conclude that it is of crucial importance
to include the inertia in the simulations due to the O(2) difference of F+

y between the
Navier-Stokes and the Stokes solutions.

From now on, discussions of the results will be focused on the full Navier-Stokes
solutions and the next section will be dedicated to the results of the pressure distribution
in the domain.

5.2 Pressure Distribution

The subject of this section will be focused on the pressure distributions resulting from
various aspects of groove geometry and physical conditions of the simulated fluid. It
was seen in the last section that the pressure playing the major role in the normal force
is the pressure descending from the advection of the flow and a tiny contribution from
the diffusion, i.e. viscous force. In order to obtain the normal force on a wall depending
on pressure, the pressure solution at all finite points at the wall has to be numerically
integrated across the wall area.

Pressure distribution plots can give a qualitative idea of which spatial location is
giving rise to the largest pressure build-up. By using non-dimensional pressure p+

as the plot variable, a neat comparison of the pressure distributions between different
Reynolds numbers can be made. Such comparisons are made for the cylindrical geo-
metry in figure 22 where p+ is plotted as a function of the non-dimensional spatial
variable x+ for different values of Re. w+ = 0.3 is constant for all sub-figures but d+
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is varied between the sub-figures. If figure 22(a) with d+ = 0.25 is considered, it is
clear that the pressure build-up in the groove increases with the value of Re, and the
differences are substantial. The form of the pressure curves shows convexity across the
entire pressure-rising area, i.e. ∂p/∂x is negative throughout the pressure rise for all
values of Re. The maximum dimensionless pressure achieved with the highest value of
Re lies around 0.09. In figure 22(b) the groove depth is increased to d+ = 0.75 and it
is seen that the maximum non-dimensional pressure has increased to about 0.12. How-
ever, the curves do not show as extreme convexity as in the previous figure. In other
words, the curves are flattened out in the pressure-rising zone and the differences of
p+ in that zone are decreased between the values of Re. In figure 22(c) the greatest
groove depth d+ = 1.25 is used. Here the pressure maximum is decreased compared
to the previous figure and the differences in solutions between the Reynolds numbers
are clearly further decreased. In the upper half of the pressure-rising zone the curves
show concavity.

Some preliminary conclusions can now be made regarding how the pressure distri-
butions are affected, which will later be proved with further figures. By studying fig-
ure 22 it seems that the elongation in the x+-direction of the pressure-rising zone and
its descent back to the linear portion depends on the groove width w+. This elongation
shall be called the effected elongation.3 On the other hand, the value of d+ seems to
effect the elevation and form of the pressure build-up curve. In terms of load capacity,
by intuition it seems that a convexity in the pressure-rising zone would be preferable
so that the positive area beneath the curve gets as large as possible, rather than just
achieving a flat pressure build-up with a maximum that in fact might be higher.

In figure 23 the pressure distributions are plotted for the splined geometry with
w+ = 0.5 and d+ = 0.25. In figure 23(a) a negative displacement of the low y-point with
xd+ = −0.3, in figure 23(b) xd+ = 0 and in figure 23(c) a positive displacement with
xd+ = +0.3 is shown. As the effected elongation is nearly the same for all sub-figures,
it can be confirmed that it strongly depends on the value of w+. By the figure it seems
that figure 23(a) can carry highest load because of the greater area beneath it, even
though it shows the lowest maximum pressure compared with the other sub-figures.
When the groove is symmetric in figure 23(b) the maximum pressure is increased but
the pressure-rise zone flattens out slightly which might lead to lower load carrying
capacity. In figure 23(c) where xd+ = 0.3 the pressure-rise zone flattens out further,
but as for the last figure, increased pressure maximum is noted. If the assumptions
on the load carrying capacities are true, the pressure maximum in the domain is rather
uninteresting in the sense of hydrodynamic performance. In later sections we will,
however, study the forces produced on the walls, which reveal the correctness of these
assumptions.

In figure 24 isobars are plotted for the splined geometry with a negative xd+ on
the left and a positive xd+ on the right. In the left sub-figures the isobars at the high
pressure groove edge are less locally concentrated as for the right sub-figures. This
property is clearly reflected in figure 23 where the pressure maximum is higher but
the pressure build-up area is smaller for negative xd+ compared to positive xd+. The
opposite could be noted for the low pressure regions.

In figures 24(e) and 24(f) the isobars in the low center of the groove shows a some-
what twisted pressure distribution. In the next section it will be shown that this can
lead to back-flow in the groove.

3The effected elongation is the length in the x-direction where the pressure distribution is diverging from
the approximately linear portions at the beginning and at the end of the domain.
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Figure 22: Upper wall pressure distribution on the cylindrical geometry for different val-
ues of Re. d+ is varied between the sub-plots and w+ = 0.3 is kept constant.

5.3 Streamlines

A Streamline is the path that a particle of zero mass would take through the fluid do-
main driven by a vector field. The streamlines are expressed in terms of the scalar
stream function ψ and along a line ψ = constant. The velocities can be found in terms
of the derivatives of ψ as

u =
∂ψ
∂y

; v = −
∂ψ
∂x

. (5.3)

Streamlines can give a qualitative idea about how the flow is ordered, if any vortices
or irregularities of the flow exist and, in that case, where they develop. As a first
analysis, figure 25 can be studied. Streamlines for the cylindrical geometry are plotted,
all with Re = 40 and groove width w+ = 0.20 but different groove depth d+ in the
respective sub figures. In the top figure the streamlines are completely ordered and
smooth, but as d+ increases to a value between 0.5 and 0.75, a vortex is developed
in the groove. This behaves as a driven cavity flow, extensively studied in [11]. The
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Figure 23: Upper wall pressure distribution for different values of Re for the splined
geometry. xd+ is varied between the sub-figures but w+ = 0.5 and d+ = 0.25 are kept
constant.

size of the vortex is increased with increased d+ and at d+ = 1.25 the vortex is about
the same size in the y-direction as the groove depth value. The vorticity is clearly
dependent on the value of d+ but what about the w+-dependencies?

In figure 26, streamlines are plotted for the cylindrical geometry once again but
here with constant groove depth d+. It can be seen that the vortex decreases in size with
increasing groove width w+. At a sufficiently large value of w+ the vortex disappears
and no back-flow exists in the groove.

In figure 27 the effects of different values of Re are shown. The cylindrical geo-
metry is used with w+ = 0.15 and d+ = 0.25. As the value of Re increases, the size of
the vortex increases and at a sufficiently low value of Re the vortex disappears.

The vortex development obviously depends on the value of Re and how fast the
geometry is changing, i.e. the value of dy/dx. With large values of dy/dx and Re, the
advection has a large influence on the flow and it is helpful to think of the vorticity as
highly advection dependent. Let us therefore compare the full Navier-Stokes equations
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Figure 24: Isobars for the splined geometry with different values of d+, where red is
high and blue is low pressure. xd+ = −0.3 left and xd+ = 0.3 right. w+ = 0.15 and
Re = 80 are kept constant.
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Figure 25: Streamlines in the cylindrical geometry for different values of d+. Re = 40
and w+ = 0.20 in all figures.

with the Stokes in terms of streamlines. Such a comparison is made in figure 28 and
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Figure 26: Streamlines in cylindrical geometry for different values of w+. Re = 40 and
d+ = 0.75 in all figures.
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Figure 27: Streamlines for the cylindrical geometry with different Re. w+ = 0.15 and
d+ = 0.25 are kept constant.

by comparing 28(a) and 28(b) it is obvious that the inclusion of advection leads to an
earlier development of the vortex. However, when d+ is doubled in 28(c) and 28(d), it
can be seen that a vortex develops even without the advective influence. This vortex is
completely centered in the x-direction. With the advective influence the vortex center
is moved to the right. Hence the streamlines for the Stokes solution are completely
symmetric in the line x+ = 0. It was shown in the pressure plots, section 5.1, that the
pressure distribution showed an antisymmetry in that line aswell.
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Figure 28: Streamlines for Navier-Stokes solution (left) and Stokes solution (right). The
cylindrical geometry is used with w+ = 0.15 and Re = 160 for all cases.

It was earlier shown that advection is responsible for the major part of the normal
force on the walls. Advection is the result of mass accelerations of the fluid particles.
In order to maintain conservation of momentum with increasing advection, other terms
of the Navier-Stokes equations need to balance it up. We have seen that with increas-
ing advection the pressure build-up is increased and hence the pressure gradient term in
the equations is largely affected. The pressure is a scalar field and thus not dependent
on direction. i.e., changing a velocity vector by size or direction can only affect the
pressure in a compressive or tensile sense. Because of incompressibility, the relation
∇ ·~u = 0 holds and states that a change of u in the x-direction implies a change of v
in the y-direction. For the steady Navier-Stokes equations the material derivative is
reduced to the advective derivative ~u ·∇~u. This discussion is mainly to show that the
components of the velocity field are complexly related, as well as the way the particles
are accelerated to achieve compressive and tensile pressure. However, to get a qualit-
ative view of the velocity field in the domain, the y-component is isolated and plotted
as isolines in figure 29 where a similar comparison as in figure 28 is made. To the
left the Navier-Stokes solution is shown and to the right the Stokes. It is evident that
the y-component of the velocity and acceleration field in the Stokes solutions are com-
pletely anti-symmetric in the line x+ = 0 which further confirms the above statements
of anti-symmetric pressure distributions and symmetric streamlines.

In figure 30 the v-isolines are again plotted. In the left-hand sub-figures the cyl-
indrical geometry is shown. The splined geometry is shown on the right-hand sub-
figures. The groove depth is increasing from top to bottom. The only location where
there are v-velocities of any significance at all is in the groove area. Since the velocity
is represented by isolines it is convenient to get an idea of where high spatial accel-
erations, represented by closely distributed lines, are located. Studying figure 30(a)
and 30(b), two local velocity extremes close to the lower wall can be seen, one located
at the beginning of the groove from the left and the other at the end of the groove to
the right. Further on, by looking from the upper wall towards the lower wall near the
left beginning of the groove, the fluid is experiencing a downward acceleration until it
achieves a velocity maximum, which is represented by the smallest blue ring. When
passing the velocity maximum, the fluid is decelerating towards the wall until it reaches
zero-velocity at the wall. On the right side of the groove there is a similar velocity field
as on the left side, except the velocities and accelerations are reversed. The close dis-
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Figure 29: v-velocity isolines for Navier-Stokes solution (left) and Stokes solution (right).
Red color represents upward velocity and blue represents downward velocity. The cyl-
indrical geometry is used with w+ = 0.15 and Re = 160 for all cases.

tribution and the great amount of isolines on the right side indicates a larger positive
momentum in the domain, i.e. larger inertia in the upward direction.

It is not likely that much back-flow in the groove occurs since negative v-velocity
components are dominating the left side and positive components are dominating the
right side, and due to the strongly driven flow in the positive x-direction at the upper
wall, the v-velocity components are in a sense being damped to reduce circulation
tendency. However, a small overlap of the isolines in the x-direction in the groove
center are present which might lead to some back-flow. As seen in figure 31 where
streamlines are plotted for the same geometric and physical properties as in figure 30,
this is not the case.

Moving on to figures 30(c) and 30(d) where the value of d+ is doubled. A tendency
here is that the isolines from the previous sub-figures are moving up indicating lower
velocities close to the lower wall. By looking at the corresponding figure for stream-
lines, figure 31, it is seen that vortices are developing in the low portion of the grooves.
As the value of d+ is doubled, four local v-maxima have developed once more which
are seen as the four closed innermost curves in figures 30(e) and 30(f). The two closed
curves in the middle represent positive and negative v-velocity respectively. These ve-
locity distributions, together with the upper wall velocity, leads to increased circulation
as seen in figures 31(e) and 31(f).

When circulation appears, the energy induced by the upper wall is transformed
from translational energy into rotational energy concentrated inside the groove. This
energy concentration does not increase the potential energy in terms of compressive
pressure and is therefore only detrimental in terms of load capacity.

In figure 32, v-isolines are plotted for the splined geometry with negative xd+ on
the left and positive on the right. The corresponding streamline plots are shown in
figure 33. In figure 32(a) a relatively locally concentrated v-minimum is located at
the left part and the maximum located at the right is more spread out. As can be
seen in 32(b) the circumstances are the opposite with a spread out minimum and a
concentrated maximum. This can be compared with the resulting pressure distribution
seen in figure 23 and the isobars in figure 24. In figure 32(c) a small v-maximum has
evolved beneath the left minimum. In the corresponding streamline plot it shows that
a small vortex has evolved at that location. This has not however happened with the
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Figure 30: v-velocity isolines for the cylindrical geometry (left) and the splined geometry
(right) with different values of d+. Red color represents upward velocity and blue rep-
resents downward velocity. xd+ = 0, w+ = 0.15 and Re = 80 are all kept constant.
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Figure 31: Streamlines for the cylindrical geometry (left) and the splined geometry (right)
with different values of d+. xd+ = 0, w+ = 0.15 and Re = 80 are all kept constant.

positive xd+ where the groove obviously can be deeper until a vortex develops.
In this section it is shown that a vortex is developed in the cavity when the Reynolds

number is high or when dy/dx is high. Some has already been said about the effects of
the vortices. However, parallels will be drawn between true forces and vortices in the
next section where the focus will be laid on forces.

5.4 Forces

Wall forces are the ultimate measure of hydrodynamic performance. The struggle is
to achieve as high load capacity at as low friction force as possible. The load capa-
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Figure 32: v-velocity isolines for the splined geometry with different values of d+.
xd+ = −0.3 (left) and xd+ = 0.3 (right). Red color represents upward velocity and
blue represents downward velocity. w+ = 0.15 and Re = 160 are kept constant.
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Figure 33: Streamlines for the splined geometry with different values of d+. xd+ =−0.3
(left) and xd+ = 0.3 (right). w+ = 0.15 and Re = 160 are kept constant.

city is similar to normal wall force and the friction force is the same as tangential wall
force, i.e., forces in the y- and x-direction respectively. There is often no use in increas-
ing, for example, the normal force if the tangential force also increases by the same
amount, i.e., the hydrodynamic efficiency stays the same. However, if the normal force
is increased the fluid could be altered to one with a lower viscosity which reduces the
normal force back to its origin but with the effect of lowering the friction force aswell.
With these aspects in mind, a good way to describe hydrodynamic performance would
be to show a ratio between the two forces. Let us define the force ratio as

f =
Fx

Fy
(5.4)
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where Fx is the friction force and Fy the normal force. The goal is thus to achieve as
low a force ratio as possible.

In section 5.2 it was shown that the pressure build-up was monotonically increased
by increasing Reynolds number. This is further proved by figure 34 where F+

y is plotted
as a function of w+. Figure 34(a) represents the cylindrical geometry and figure 34(b)
the splined, the different curves representing different values of Re. At the same time
it is seen that the normal force is also monotonically increased by increasing values
of groove width w+. A quantitative comparison between the cylindrical and splined
geometry shows that higher normal forces are achieved with the cylindrical geometry.
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Figure 34: F+
y as a function of w+ for various values of Re. In the left-hand figure the

cylindrical geometry is used and in the right the splined geometry is used with xd+ = 0.

In figure 35 the same comparison is made as in figure 34 except that the plot vari-
able is a non-dimensional tangential force. The difference in tangential force between
different values of Re is not as evident as in figure 34 but a small increase can be seen
as Re increases. The monotonic decrease in F+

x due to the increase in w+ is more ob-
vious. Another conclusion that can be drawn for this value of d+ is that the cylindrical
geometry is, in general, experiencing lower friction forces than the splined geometry,
especially at higher values of w+.

The effects on normal force as a function of groove depth d+ for the cylindrical
geometry is shown in figure 36 where the different curves represent different values of
groove width w+. As stated before, F+

y increases with w+ but there exists a maximum
value of F+

y for a certain value of d+ on all curves. At the lowest value of w+ the
maxima are located at d+ ≈ 0.5. As w+ increases, the maxima are displaced towards
greater groove depths and at the widest w+ the maxima are located at 0.5 < d+ < 0.75.

Similar conditions as in figure 36 rule for the splined geometry in figure 37 except
that a slightly deeper groove with a value of 0.75 < d+ < 1 can be used to achieve the
normal force maximum with the widest groove.

The effect of xd+ in the splined geometry when F+
y is plotted as a function of w+

is shown in figure 38(a). As w+ increases the differences of F+
y between the three

values of xd+ also increase. It is clear from the figure that a negative value of xd+

contributes positively to F+
y , especially when w+ is large. The differences between

xd+ are however decreasing somewhat as the value of Re is increasing which is clear
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Figure 35: F+
x as a function of w+ for various values of Re. In the left-hand figure the

cylindrical geometry is used and in the right the splined geometry is used with xd+ = 0.
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Figure 36: F+
y as a function of d+ for various values of w+ for the cylindrical geometry.

Re = 160 for all curves.
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Re = 160 and xd+ = 0 for all curves.
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from figure 38(b). If F+
y is instead plotted as a function of d+, the differences are

larger when d+ is small and decrease when d+ increases. This can be seen in figure 39.
It can also be seen that an optimum value of d+ exists on each curve (as has been
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Figure 38: F+
y as a function of w+ for various values of xd+ for the splined geometry.

d+ = 0.25 is kept constant.

stated earlier). There is a tendency that the d+-optimum is located at the smallest value
for negative xd+ and at the largest value for positive xd+. i.e., as xd+ increases the
optimum is displaced to wards greater values of d+.
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Figure 39: F+
y as a function of d+ for various values of xd+ for the splined geometry.

Re = 40 is kept constant.

It has been shown that F+
y is largely influenced by the value of xd+. On the other

hand, this is not the case for the frictional force Fx. This can be seen in figure 40 where
Fx = Fx(d+) in 40(a) and Fx = Fx(w+) in 40(b). The curves are as good as coinciding
and show that xd+ in this sense plays a negligible role. This, together with the effects on
F+

y , means that the force ratio decreases and the hydrodynamical efficiency increases
for a negative value of xd+ if all other parameters are kept constant.
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Figure 40: Fx for various values of xd+ for the splined geometry. Re = 80 is kept
constant.

A closer comparison between all different geometry types is made in figure 41
where F+

y = F+
y (d+) is plotted for the greatest groove width in 41(a) and F+

y = F+
y (w+)

is plotted with d+ = 0.25 in 41(b). With a Reynolds number of 160 the cylindrical geo-
metry shows a clear dominance in normal force. By figure 41(b) it is evident that the
differences decrease with smaller values of w+.
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Figure 41: Comparison between the different geometry types. Re = 160 is kept con-
stant.

It is shown in figure 35 that the cylindrical geometry gives lower frictional force for
d+ = 0.25 compared to the splined geometry. Figure 40 shows insignificant differences
in friction force between the different values of xd+. Finally, it can be concluded by
inspecting figure 41 that the highest load carrying capacities are achieved by using the
cylindrical geometry and the splined geometry with xd+ =−0.3. These two geometries
are the most interesting in hydrodynamic performance. Because of this, these two
geometries are compared in figure 42, where the normal force is plotted as a function
of d+ for different values of w+. The cylindrical geometry is represented to the left
and the splined with xd+ = −0.3 to the right. At the lowest Reynolds number, the
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splined geometry shows a higher load capacity. At Re = 160 however, the properties
are reversed and the cylindrical geometry shows higher normal forces. The optimum is
when 0.5 / d+ / 0.75 for both the splined and the cylindrical geometry.
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Figure 42: F+
y as a function of d+ for various values of w+ for the cylindrical geometry

(left) and the splined (right). In the uppermost curve w+ = 0.5 and the lowermost curve
w+ = 0.15 in all sub-figures

In the beginning of this sub-section a good measure of hydrodynamic performance
mentioned was the ratio between frictional force and normal force, f . To confirm the
previous suggestion that the most important type of the splined geometry is the one
with a negative value of xd+, let us study figure 43 where the force ratio is plotted
as a function of d+ for different xd+. As a primary observation, minimum values of
f for a certain value of d+ seem to exist in all curves. In the left-hand sub-figure
where Re = 40, the curve with xd+ = 0.3 shows the highest force ratio which is the
least desirable. However, it appears to handle increased groove depth more stably,
i.e. the increase in force ratio is less sharp with deeper grooves compared to the other
geometries. This is more evident when Re is increased to 160 in the right sub-figure.
When the minimum values have been passed, the values of f increase a lot with greater
values of d+ for the curves representing xd+ = 0 and xd+ = −0.3. This is not the
case for the xd+ =−0.3 curve which shows a more modest increase. Nevertheless, the
curves representing xd+ = −0.3 generate the smallest values of f and are thereby the
subject for further analysis.

In figure 44, f = f (Re) for different values of w+ for the cylindrical geometry (left)
and the splined (right) are plotted. f is decreasing with an increase in Re in both sub-
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Figure 43: Force ratio as a function of d+ for different values of xd+ for the splined
geometry.

figures, which is the case for all geometries. The cylindrical geometry shows lower
values of f for most curves, but with high values of w+ the splined geometry performs
a little better than the cylindrical, where the highest value, w+ = 0.5, is represented by
the lowermost curve.
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Figure 44: Force ratio as a function of Re for different values of w+ for the cylindrical
geometry (left) and the splined geometry (right). The uppermost curve represents w+ =
0.15 and the lowermost w+ = 0.5 in both sub-figures.

A comparison between the cylindrical and splined geometry with two different
values of Re is shown in figure 45. Here f is plotted against d+ for various values of
w+. On all curves an optimum value of f can be found. The cylindrical geometry shows
better performance in most curves. However, when greater groove depths are used so
that the optimum is passed, the splined geometry shows a smaller increase in force ratio
and becomes more efficient. The f -optimum is achieved when 0.4 / d+ / 0.75 for all
values of w+. This optimum relates in some extent to the amount of circulation in the
groove. It has been shown on the streamline plots that for a value of d+ a vortex is
developed. This value of d+ matches the f -optimum relatively well. As Re increases,
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the vortex is developed for smaller values of d+ which is in agreement with figure 45
showing that the f -optimum is displaced towards lower values of d+.
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Figure 45: Force ratio as a function of d+ for different values of w+ for the cylindrical
geometry (left) and the splined geometry (right). The uppermost curve represents w+ =
0.15 and the lowermost w+ = 0.5 in all sub-figures.

In this section it is shown that the frictional force decreases almost linearly with
increasing groove width, which is the case for all geometry types. The frictional force
also decreases with increasing groove depth but in this case with a non-linear rate.
Since the frictional force decreases for an increase in both w+ and d+ it would be easy
to think that there could be a direct dependence on groove area (see figure 46). That
is not the case, however, as is clear from figure 47. The frictional force is plotted in
the left figure and the normal force is plotted in the right, both for different groove
areas. For equal area there exists different values of the forces which implies that no
function of area can be found. It is evident that the w+ and d+ contributions are highly
independent of each other.
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6 Conclusions
In the beginning of this document the question “could a surface containing a micro-
scopic grooves lead to better performance in terms of hydrodynamic lubrication?” was
posed. The answer is now obvious: yes it can! With isothermal flow conditions, it has
been shown that no hydrodynamic effect is encountered with smooth parallel walls. As
soon as a surface texture is introduced, the pressure distribution in the domain deviates
from the reference value. This deviation leads to a net pressure build-up and a load
capacity on the walls. However, if the advective term in the Navier-Stokes equations
is dropped, the pressure distribution becomes almost antisymmetric producing negli-
gible hydrodynamic effects. Hence, the Stokes equations, and for that matter also the
Reynolds equation, would not be valid approximations to the complete Navier-Stokes
equations. Even if the total length/height-ratio is as big as O(3), internal wall asperit-
ies lead to advective influence and care should be taken when such approximations are
made.

The most important results of this research are summarized as follows:

• A net pressure build-up is achieved between parallel surfaces if one of them is
textured

• Advection is the main contributor to the pressure build-up

• Load capacity increases with Re

• Load capacity increases with w+

• An optimum for load capacity is achieved when 0.5 / d+ / 0.75 for all geomet-
ries and groove widths

• The load capacity can, to some extent, be related to the amount of circulation in
the groove. At certain values of d+, circulation appears in the groove and near
this value the maximum load capacity is achieved.

• The frictional force decreases with increasing values of d+ and w+ but is not a
function of groove area.

• The best hydrodynamic performance is achieved for the cylindrical geometry
and the splined geometry with a negative value of xd+.

• An optimum value for f is achieved when 0.4 / d+ / 0.75 for all geometries
and groove widths

• In most cases f is smaller for the cylindrical geometry. However, when greater
groove depths are used so that the optimum is passed, the splined geometry
shows a smaller increase in f and becomes more efficient.

Suggestions for further work

• Study the influences of the length/height-ratio of the domain.

• Simulate a 3-D geometry

• Include thermodynamic effects
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• Give more extensive physical and mathematical explanations of the net pressure
effects in the fluid domain
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Nomenclature
η Dynamic viscosity [Ns/m2]

η? Dimensionless η, see equation (2.6)

η0 Characteristic viscosity [Ns/m2]

ν Kinematic viscosity [m2/s]

Φ Extrapolated solution value

φ Solution value

ρ Mass density [kg/m3]

ρ? Dimensionless ρ, see equation (2.6)

ρ0 Characteristic density [kg/m3]

Awall Wall area [m2]

B Length of domain in z-direction [m]

d Groove depth [m]

d+ Dimensionless d, see Table 2 on page 10

f Force ratio, see equation (5.4)

Fx Wall force in the x-direction [N]

F+
x Dimensionless Fx, see Table 2 on page 10

Fy Wall force in the y-direction [N]

F+
y Dimensionless Fy, see Table 2 on page 10

h Grid element edge length

H0 Fluid film thickness [m]

L Length of domain in x-direction [m]

Lx Characteristic length scale in x-direction [m]

Ly Characteristic length scale in y-direction [m]

p Pressure [Pa]

p+ Dimensionless pressure, see Table 2 on page 10

p? Dimensionless p, see equation (2.6)

p0 Characteristic pressure [Pa]

Re Dimensionless Reynolds number, see Table 2 on page 10

Re∗ Dimensionless modified Reynolds number, see Table 2 on page 10
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t Time [s]

u,v Velocity in the x- and y-coordinate directions respectively [m/s]

u? Dimensionless u, see equation (2.6)

u0 Characteristic velocity in x-direction [m/s]

v? Dimensionless v, see equation (2.6)

v0 Characteristic velocity in y-direction [m/s]

w Groove width [m]

w+ Dimensionless w, see Table 2 on page 10

x,y,z Coordinate directions [m]

x+ Dimensionless x-value, see Table 2 on page 10

x? Dimensionless x, see equation (2.6)

xd Displacement of the low groove point in the x-direction [m]

xd+ Dimensionless xd, see Table 2 on page 10

y? Dimensionless y, see equation (2.6)
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A Navier-Stokes Equations
The basic governing equations for fluid motion of a Newtonian fluid are known as the
Navier-Stokes equations of motion. The equations will be derived in this section by
studying the constitutive equation for a Newtonian fluid. This will be preceded by
a derivation of the general momentum equation. However we begin by studying the
forces acting on a fluid mass. The forces can be sub-divided into body forces, surface
forces and inertia forces.

A.1 Body Forces
Body forces are proportional to the mass of the fluid and are distributed throughout the
mass, e.g. gravity force field. i.e., the body forces are the forces needed to accelerate
the mass of the fluid particles. Let G be the force per unit mass so that ρ G is the
force per unit volume, then Newton’s law of motion gives the body force acting on an
element in the x-, y- and z-directions:

Gx ρ dx dy dz Gy ρ dx dy dz Gz ρ dx dy dz. (A.1)

A.2 Surface Forces
Surface forces are proportional to the extent of the area of the fluid and are exerted on
an area element by the surroundings through direct contact. The surface forces can be
resolved into components normal and tangential to the surface. The surface stresses
acting at one point is defined by the stress tensor τi j . If, however, dF is a force acting
on an area dA, a scalar definition of the normal and shear stress respectively are

τnormal ≡
dFnormal

dA
τshear ≡

dFshear

dA
(A.2)

A.3 Inertia Forces
The inertia forces come from the acceleration of a fluid element and are expressed
in terms of the material derivative Dui/Dt. The derivative describes the change in
velocity as the element moves in space. Consider the x-component of the velocity u. If
ui = f (x,y,z, t), the change of u in time dt is

Du =
∂u
∂t

dt +
∂u
∂x

dx+
∂u
∂y

dy+
∂u
∂z

dz (A.3)

As dt → 0 ⇒ dx/dt = u, dy/dt = v and dz/dt = w. If (A.3) is then divided by dt the
material derivative becomes

Du =
∂u
∂t

+u
∂u
∂x

+ v
∂u
∂y

+w
∂u
∂z

(A.4)

The forces required to accelerate the element in the x-direction becomes

ρ
Du
Dt

dx dy dz. (A.5)

which takes the same form in the other directions.
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A.4 Momentum Equation
A general momentum equation in differential form expressed in terms of the stress
tensor τi j may be derived by applying Newton’s law of motion to a small fluid particle.
Consider a fluid particle which at time t has the shape of a cube with sides dx, dy and
dz centered about (x,y,z). If the components of the stress tensor τi j are defined at the
center of the cube, then the component at the positive x-face of the cube will become

τi j +
∂τi j

∂x
dx
2

(A.6)

and at the negative x-face

τi j −
∂τi j

∂x
dx
2

. (A.7)

The stresses that act in the x-direction on the remaining faces can be expressed simil-
arly. The resultant x-component of the force acting on the cube can be calculated by
multiplying the stresses by the areas on which they act and summing:

(

∂τxx

∂x
+

∂τyz

∂y
+

∂τzz

∂z

)

dx dy dz. (A.8)

Let G be the force per unit mass so that ρ G is the force per unit volume, as shown in
(A.1), then Newton’s law of motion gives the momentum equation in the x-direction as
the mass times the acceleration equals the net surface force plus the body force acting
on the element:

Dux

Dt
ρ dx dy dz =

(

∂τxx

∂x
+

∂τyz

∂y
+

∂τzz

∂z

)

dx dy dz+ρ dx dy dz Gx. (A.9)

Dividing by (dx dy dz) the general momentum equation become:

ρ
Dui

Dt
= ρ Gi

∂τi j

∂x j
(A.10)

A.5 Constitutive Equation
The constitutive equation is the relation between stress and strain for a material. If the
material is a fluid, its principal property is that it deforms continuously as long as shear
stress is applied to it, even if the shear stress is constant. This means that there cannot
be a unique relationship between the shear stress and the shear strain. On the other
hand the shear stress tends to depend on the rate at which the strain is changed, i.e. the
strain rate. It turns out that many fluids may be approximated by a Newtonian model.
The Newtonian model uses the assumption that the shear stress is linearly proportional
to the strain rate and the relation is isotropic. When the rate of shear strain is zero, the
shear stress is zero.

In a fluid at rest there are only normal components of the stress on a surface and the
stress is independent of the orientation of the surface, i.e. the stress tensor is isotropic.
Any isotropic tensor must be proportional to the Kronecker delta, δi j which is defined
as:

δi j =





1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1



 . (A.11)
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The stress on a static fluid at rest must therefor have the form:

τi j = −pδi j (A.12)

where p is the thermodynamic pressure and is assigned a negative sign because positive
pressure is defined as compressive and positive stress is defined as tensile.

When a fluid is put into motion, an additional non-isotropic stress component, σi j,
develops due to the viscosity of the fluid. This is the shear stress, called the deviator
stress tensor. σi j can simply be added to eq. (A.12) in order to include the term of the
stress due to the motion of the fluid:

τi j = −pδi j +σi j. (A.13)

The deviator stress tensor, σi j, is related to the velocity gradients ∂ui/∂x j, as mentioned
earlier. The velocity gradient can be decomposed into symmetric and antisymmetric
parts:

∂ui

∂x j
=

1
2

(

∂ui

∂x j
+

∂u j

∂xi

)

+
1
2

(

∂ui

∂x j
−

∂u j

∂xi

)

. (A.14)

The antisymmetric part represents fluid rotation and cannot by itself generate stress.
The stresses must therefor only be generated by the strain rate tensor

ei j ≡
1
2

(

∂ui

∂x j
+

∂u j

∂xi

)

. (A.15)

If we assume a linear relationship between~σ and~e we can write:

σi j = Ki jmnemn (A.16)

where Ki jmn is a fourth order tensor having 81 components. It can be shown that all
isotropic tensors of even order are made up of products of δi j which leads to the fact
that Ki jmn must have the form:

Ki jmn = λδi jδmn +ηδimδ jn + γδinδ jm (A.17)

where λ, η and γ are scalars that depend on the local thermodynamic state. Since σi j
is symmetric it is required by eq. (A.16) that Ki jmn is symmetric in i and j which gives
(by eq. (A.17)) that

γ = η (A.18)

which implies that only two scalars are left from original 81 due to isotropy and sym-
metry. Substitution of (A.17) into (A.16) gives

σi j = 2ηei j +λemmδi j (A.19)

where emm = ∇ ·~u and the complete stress tensor (A.13) becomes

τi j = −pδi j +2ηei j +λemmδi j. (A.20)

By setting the index i = j we get

τi j = −3p+(2η+3λ)∇ ·~u (A.21)

and p becomes

p = −
1
3

τii +

(

2
3

η+λ
)

∇ ·~u (A.22)
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However, the indices may be unequal in a flow so if we define a mean pressure as

p̄ ≡−
1
3

τii (A.23)

(A.22) into (A.23) gives

p− p̄ =

(

2
3

η+λ
)

∇ ·~u (A.24)

For an incompressible fluid emm = ∇ ·~u = 0 and the constitutive equation (A.20) be-
comes

τi j = −pδi j +2ηei j. (A.25)

where p is interpreted as the mean pressure. For a compressible fluid a thermodynamic
pressure can be defined. The difference between p and p̄ relates to the coefficient of
bulk viscosity, κ = λ+2η/3. Most often the assumption κ = 0 is found to be accurate
and (A.20) for a compressible fluid becomes

τi j = −

(

p+
2
3

η∇ ·~u
)

δi j +2ηei j. (A.26)

A.6 Navier-Stokes Equations
The Navier-Stokes equations are obtained by inserting the stress tensor (A.26) into the
general momentum equation (A.10):

ρ
Dui

Dt
= −

∂p
∂xi

+ρ Gi +
∂

∂x j

[

2ηei j −
2
3

η(∇ ·ui)δi j

]

(A.27)

If η is constant the equations reduce to

ρ
Dui

Dt
= −

∂p
∂xi

+ρ Gi +η
[

∇2ui +
1
3

∂
∂xi

(~∇ ·~u)

]

. (A.28)

For incompressibility ∇ ·~u = 0 and the equations are further reduced. Written in vector
notation they become

ρ
D~u
Dt

= −∇p+ρ~G+η∇2~u. (A.29)
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B Reynolds Equation
Reynolds equation is a differential equation governing pressure distribution in a thin
fluid film. Reynolds equation is frequently used in fluid film lubrication and is valid
with the following assumptions:

• The length scales Ly/Lx < O(10−3) see figure 48.

• Constant viscosity

• Inertia is negligible

• Body force is negligible
PSfrag replacements

x
x
x

x

y

z

h(x)

Lx

Ly

Figure 48: Length scales in their respective coordinate direction of a sliding bearing
where Lx is a typical length scale in the x-direction and Ly is a typical length scale in the
y-direction. h(x) is the variable film thickness.

We will, in this section, derive Reynolds equation from Navier-Stokes equation of
motion in the x-direction, see Appendix A. We start with the dimensionless Navier-
Stokes equation, (see equation (2.8a) on page 8) where the following are assumed:

• The viscosity η is constant

• The density ρ is constant, incompressible fluid

• Time t is constant, steady state

• Symmetry in the z-plane

• The body forces G are excluded

If the term (Ly/Lx)
2 is neglected the equation becomes

u+ ∂u+

∂x+
+ v+ ∂u+

∂y+
= −

1
Re∗

∂p+

∂x+

1
ρ+

+
1

Re∗
∂2u+

∂y+2

η+

ρ+

which can be written like

Re∗u+ ∂u+

∂x+
+Re∗v+ ∂u+

∂y+
= −

∂p+

∂x+

1
ρ+

+
∂2u+

∂y+2

η+

ρ+
(B.1)

By further assuming that
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• The length scale ratio Ly/Lx is negligible

• Re∗ and Inertia is negligible

and inserting the characteristic parameters, equation (B.1) becomes

∂p
∂x

=
∂2u
∂y2 η (B.2)

and the continuity equation becomes

∂u
∂x

+
∂v
∂y

= 0. (B.3)

Integrating (B.2) twice with respect to y we get

u =
1

2η
∂p
∂x

y2 +Ay+B. (B.4)

A and B in this case are either constants or functions of x and can be solved by applying
a boundary condition for u:

u = U0 at y = 0 and

u = Uh at y = h. (B.5)

Substituting (B.4) into (B.5) gives

B = U0 and A =
1
h
(Uh −U0)−

h
2η

∂p
∂x

. (B.6)

The Velocity becomes

u =
1

2η
∂p
∂x

(y2 − yh)+
y
h
(Uh −U0)+U0. (B.7)

Now let us integrate the continuity equation (B.3):

[v]h(x)
0 = −(V0 −Vh) = x−

Z h(x)

0

∂u
∂x

dy (B.8)

By substituting (B.7) into (B.8) interchanging the differentiation and integration through
the use of applying Leibnitz’s rule we get

−(V0 −Vh) = −
∂
∂x

[

1
2η

∂p
∂x

Z h(x)

0
(y2 − yh)dy

]

−
∂
∂x

Z h(x)

0

[ y
h
(Uh −U0)+U0

]

dy−Uh
∂h
∂x

−(V0 −Vh) = −
∂
∂x

(

h3

12η
∂p
∂x

)

+
1
2

∂
∂x

h(Uh +U0)−Uh
∂h
∂x

−(V0 −Vh) = −
∂
∂x

(

h3

12η
∂p
∂x

)

+
h
2

∂
∂x

h(Uh +U0)

+
1
2
(Uh +U0)

∂h
∂x

−Uh
∂h
∂x

(B.9)

The left-hand term −(V0−Vh) = ∂h/∂t. In this case ∂h/∂t = 0 because of steady state
conditionsand hence Reynolds equation becomes

∂
∂x

(

h3

η
∂p
∂x

)

= 6h
∂
∂x

(Uh +U0)+6h(U0−Uh)
∂h
∂x

. (B.10)
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C Automatic Simulation System
In order manage the amount of simulations included in this document and well more
than that number in total, automatic procedures for preprocessing, solving and postpro-
cessing had to be developed. As an example, thousands of plots and figures have been
created and stored which would have been impossible to accomplish without some kind
of automation. To give a brief introduction to the systems developed, two out of several
software applications written in Perl will be shown in this section.

C.1 Coordinator Script
This Perl script handles preprocessing of the fluid model, meshing and solving. The
system is built upon line separated parameter files which includes information on the
geometry type and all geometric properties of that type defined in figure 3, page 8
and in figure 4, page 9. It also contains physical properties such as wall velocity,
viscosity and density as well as information about preferred element edge lengths of
the grid. The parameter files can contain an unlimited number of rows, each becoming a
unique simulation. The coordinator script can be run on any Unix-type machine having
licenses for CFX5.5™ , CFX4.4™ and MATLAB™ . The script reads the parameter
file and begins by building up the specified geometry and meshing it. It then runs the
CFD-solver on the problem using information from the parameter file, exports various
results to files. It also creates a common result file with the same format and content as
the parameter file except the addition of various results such as wall forces etc. Finally
all files created for this simulations are copied to a remote machine with good storage
capabilities and the files created on the current machine are deleted to free space to the
new simulation. When all these steps are done for one row in the parameter file, the
script sequentially continues with the next row and the next until it reaches end of file.

#!/usr/bin/perl -w

use FileHandle;

######################################################
# Yet to be implemented:
# * A posibility to include more args in para-file
# * Print residuals in output file
######################################################

$savingDir = "/poseidon/autosim";
$libDir = "/lhome/fresah-0/lib/cfxroutines";

$paramFileName = "";
$paramFile = "";
$workingDir = "";
$runningDir = "";
$geotype = 0;
$sessionFile = "";
$density = 0;
$viscosity = 0;
$commandFileInput = "";
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$sessionFileInput = "";
$dlXUpperForce = 0;
$dlYUpperForce = 0;

$paramFileName = shift(@ARGV);

if(-e "$ENV{\"PWD\"}/$paramFileName"){
if("$ENV{\"PWD\"}/$paramFileName"=~ m/(^.*)\/(.*)$/){

$paramFile = "$ENV{\"PWD\"}/$paramFileName";
$workingDir = "$1";
print "paramFile = $paramFile\n";
print "workingDir = $workingDir\n";

while(@ARGV){
$flag = shift(@ARGV);
print "args2 $flag\n";
if($flag eq -ses){

$sessionFileInput = shift(@ARGV);
if(!(-e "$libDir/$sessionFileInput")){

print "\"$sessionFileInput\" is no valid sessionfile.\n";
exit;

}
}
if($flag eq -cmd){

$commandFileInput = shift(@ARGV);
if(!(-e "$libDir/$commandFileInput")){

print "\"$commandFileInput\" is no valid commandfile.\n";
exit;

}
}

}

}else{
print "No valid param file has been entered!\n";
exit;

}
}else{

print "No valid param file has been entered!\n";
exit;

}

sub pprint {
open(LOG,">> $workingDir/exparam.log") || print "Error: $!";
require "ctime.pl";
$date = &ctime(time);
$line = shift;
print LOG "---------------------------------\n";
print LOG "$line\n$runningDir, $date";
print LOG "---------------------------------\n";
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print "$line\n";
close(LOG) || print "Error: $!";

}
if(-e "$paramFile.res"){

print "$paramFile.res allready exists\n";
}else{

open(RES,"> $paramFile.res") || pprint "Error: $!";
print RES ("%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%".

"\n% 1: (1=spl,2=cyl)\n% 2: L\n% 3: H0\n% 4: B".
"\n% 5: dlD\n% 6: dlXD\n% 7: dlW\n% 8: upperVel".
"\n% 9: lowerVel\n% 10: edgeLength\n% 11: density".
"\n% 12: viscosity\n% 13: XUpperForce\n% 14: YUpperForce".
"\n% 15: dlXUpperForce\n% 16: dlYUpperForce\n% 17: Re".
"\n% 18: modRe\n".
"%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n");

close(RES) || pprint "Error: $!";
}
#################################
# Creating backup dir on my machine
#################################
system "ssh fredde\@130.240.31.12 mkdir $savingDir/$paramFileName";
# Copying param file to backup
system "scp $paramFile fredde\@130.240.31.12:$savingDir/$paramFileName";

#####################################################################
# Reading parameter file which contains all parameters needed
# for cfx4build, comments begin with ’#’ or ’%’:
# L H0 B dlD dlXD dlW upperVel lowerVel edgeLength dens visc
#####################################################################

open(PARAM, $paramFile) || pprint "Error: $!";
while(<PARAM>){

if($_!~ m/^[\#\%].*/){ ### Not a comment ###
# Start checking for line options
if($_=~ m/^.*\-ses\s+([a-zA-Z_\.]+).*$/){

if(!$sessionFileInput){
$sessionFileInput = $1;

}
}
if($_=~ m/^.*\-cmd\s+([a-zA-Z_\.]+).*$/){

if(!$commandFileInput){
$commandFileInput = $1;

}
}

@readparams = split;
if($#readparams>=11){

$geotype = $readparams[0],
$L = $readparams[1],
$H0 = $readparams[2],
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$B = $readparams[3],
$dlD = $readparams[4], # dimless param
$dlXD = $readparams[5], # dimless param
$dlW = $readparams[6], # dimless param
$upperVel = $readparams[7],
$lowerVel = $readparams[8],
$edgeLength = $readparams[9],
$density = $readparams[10],
$viscosity = $readparams[11],

$D = $dlD*$H0; # dim param
$W = $dlW*$L; # dim param
$XD = $dlXD*$W; # dim param

# round to int
$Re = int(($upperVel*$density*$H0*10**-6)/($viscosity)+0.5);
$modRe = int((100*$upperVel*$density*($H0*10**-6)**2)/#

($viscosity*$L*10**-6)+0.5)/100;
print "Re = $Re\n";
print "modRe = $modRe\n";

if($geotype==1){ # This is the splined geometry
if($D/$W <= 0.5){

$sessionFile = "spl.oneblock.ses";
}elsif($H0/$W <= 1.5){

$sessionFile = "spl.triang.ses";
}else{

$sessionFile = "spl.triangOffset.ses";
}
print "spl: $_\n";

}elsif($geotype==2){ # This is the cylindrical geometry

#This is the cylindrical geometry
###############################################################
# There are 4 different session files to play depending on the
# geometric properties:
# cyl.oneblock.ses; cyl.oneblock.big.ses;
# cyl.multiblock.ses, cyl.multiblock.big.ses
# if (D/H0<=0.5 && D/W <= 0.5){
# if (H0<=W*1.3){
# run cyl.oneblock.big.ses
# }else run cyl.oneblock.ses
# }elsif (H0<=W*1.3){
# run cyl.multiblock.big.ses
# }else run cyl.multiblock.ses
###############################################################

if($D <= $W){

if(2*$D<=$W/1.3){
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if ($H0<=$W*1.3){
$sessionFile = "cyl.oneblock.big.ses";

}else{
$sessionFile = "cyl.oneblock.ses";

}
}elsif ($H0<=$W*1.3){

$sessionFile = "cyl.multiblock.big.ses";
}else{

$sessionFile = "cyl.multiblock.ses";
}
print "cyl: $_\n";

}else{
pprint "D > W";
$geotype = 0;

}
}

}else{
$geotype = 0;

}
if($geotype != 0){

#Creating running dir
$runningDirName = "$geotype.$dlD.$dlXD.$dlW.el$edgeLength";
$runningDir = "$workingDir/$runningDirName";
if(-e $runningDir){

pprint "$runningDir allready exists";

}else{
system "mkdir $runningDir";

#####################################
# Creating cfx4build session file. We have to
# put dimensions to the dimensionless parameters
# passed to the runbuild4 session file.
#####################################
open(B4SES,"> $runningDir/$runningDirName.ses") ||

pprint "Error: $!";
$halfL = $L/2;
$halfW = $W/2;
print B4SES "real length = $halfL\n";
print B4SES "real height = $H0\n";
print B4SES "real width = $B\n";
print B4SES "real depth = $D\n";
print B4SES "real depthx = $XD\n";
print B4SES "real surfx = $halfW\n";
print B4SES "real upperVel = $upperVel\n";
print B4SES "real lowerVel = $lowerVel\n";
print B4SES "real edgeLength = $edgeLength\n\n\n";

close(B4SES) || pprint "Error: $!";
open(B4SES,">> $runningDir/$runningDirName.ses") ||
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pprint "Error: $!";
if($sessionFileInput){

$sessionFile = $sessionFileInput;

}
print "\n\n##########################################\n";
print "# Session file to be played = $sessionFile \n";
print "##########################################\n\n";

open(LIBB4SES,"$libDir/$sessionFile")
|| pprint "Error: $!";

$sessionFile = ""; ### Reseting ###
####$sessionFileInput = ""; ### Cannot Reset!!!!! ###
while(<LIBB4SES>){

print B4SES $_;

}
close(B4SES) || pprint "Error: $!";
close(LIBB4SES) || pprint "Error: $!";

#Creating the command file
if($commandFileInput){

$command = "$libDir/$commandFileInput";
}else{

$command = "$libDir/cfx4command";
}

open(COMMAND,$command) || pprint "Error: $!";
open(RUNCOMMAND,"> $runningDir/command") ||

pprint "Error: $!";
while(<COMMAND>){

#Trying to set the velocity
if($_ =~ m/^(\s+U VELOCITY).*$/){

print RUNCOMMAND "$1 $upperVel.0000E+00\n";
#Trying to set the density

}elsif($density!=0 && ($_ =~ m/^(\s+DENSITY).*$/)){
print RUNCOMMAND "$1 $density\n";
#Trying to set the viscocity

}elsif ($viscosity!=0 && ($_ =~ m/^(\s+VISCOSITY).*$/)){
print RUNCOMMAND "$1 $viscosity\n";

}else{
print RUNCOMMAND $_;

}
}
close(COMMAND) || pprint "Error: $!";
close(RUNCOMMAND) || pprint "Error: $!";
$command = ""; ### Reseting ###
####$commandFileInput = ""; ### Cannot Reset!!!! ###

#Now time to run build
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chdir("$runningDir") || pprint "Error: $!";
system ("nice -19 /software/CFX/bin/runbuild4 -batch ".
"-play $runningDir/$runningDirName.ses");

#We have to interpret the name of the geo-file
opendir(RUNDIR,"$runningDir") || pprint "Error: $!";
$geofile = "--";
while($name = readdir(RUNDIR)){

if($name =~ m/^.*geo.*$/){
$geofile = $name;

}
}
if($geofile eq "--"){ #Geo cannot be found, skipping solving

pprint "Geo-file cannot be found -> cannot solve!";
}else{

print "\n################################\n";
print "# Solving for geometry $geofile";
print "\n################################\n";
#Time to solve it!
system ("nice -19 /software/CFX/bin/runsolve4 -rel 4.4dp ".
"-dir $runningDir/.cfx4_tmpdir -enviro 01 -c ".
"$runningDir/command -geom $runningDir/$geofile");

#Time for postprocessing. Beginning by
#reading the output file
open(OUT,"$runningDir/m01.fo") || pprint "Error: $!";
while(<OUT>){

$tFL = "TOTAL FORCE ON WALLS WITH NAME WALLLOWER";
if($_=~m/^\s+$tFL\s+\=\s+([0-9\-\+EeDd\.]+)\s+([0-9\-\+EeDd\.]+)\s+.*$/){

# If 4.4dp, ie double prec solver is used, the
# sci-not 1E-5 becomes 1D-5. We handle that
# by renaming D to E
$XLowerForce=$1;
$YLowerForce=$2;
if($XLowerForce =~ m/(^[0-9\-\+\.]+)([Dd])(.*)/){

$XLowerForce="$1E$3";
}
if($YLowerForce =~ m/(^[0-9\-\+\.]+)([Dd])(.*)/){

$YLowerForce="$1E$3";
}
print "XLowerForce = $XLowerForce\nYLowerForce = $YLowerForce\n";

}
$tFU = "TOTAL FORCE ON WALLS WITH NAME WALLUPPER";
if($_ =~ m/^\s+$tFU\s+\=\s+([0-9\-\+EeDd\.]+)\s+([0-9\-\+EeDd\.]+)\s+.*$/){

$XUpperForce=$1;
$YUpperForce=$2;
if($XUpperForce =~ m/(^[0-9\-\+\.]+)([Dd])(.*)/){

$XUpperForce="$1E$3";
}
$XUpperForce = abs($XUpperForce); #xforce as a positive number
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if($YUpperForce =~ m/(^[0-9\-\+\.]+)([Dd])(.*)/){
$YUpperForce="$1E$3";

}
print "XUpperForce = $XUpperForce\nYUpperForce = $YUpperForce\n";

}
}
close(OUT);

###################################################
# Postprocessing
###################################################
###################################
# Writing session file for cfx5post
###################################
open(CFX5PS,"> $runningDir/wallPressure.cse") ||

pprint "Error: $!";

print CFX5PS "EXPORT:\n";
print CFX5PS "Include Header = Off\n";
print CFX5PS "Null Token = <null>\n";
print CFX5PS "Precision = 10\n";
print CFX5PS "Separator = \" \"\n";
print CFX5PS "Vector Brackets = ()\n";
print CFX5PS "Vector Display = Components\n";
print CFX5PS "Export File = pressLower.dat\n";
print CFX5PS "Location List = Walllower\n";
print CFX5PS "Overwrite = On\n";
print CFX5PS "Variable List = X, Y, Z , Pressure\n\n";

print CFX5PS "END\n";
print CFX5PS ">export\n\n";

print CFX5PS "EXPORT:\n";
print CFX5PS "Include Header = Off\n";
print CFX5PS "Null Token = <null>\n";
print CFX5PS "Precision = 10\n";
print CFX5PS "Separator = \" \"\n";
print CFX5PS "Vector Brackets = ()\n";
print CFX5PS "Vector Display = Components\n";
print CFX5PS "Export File = pressUpper.dat\n";
print CFX5PS "Location List = Wallupper\n";
print CFX5PS "Overwrite = On\n";
print CFX5PS "Variable List = X, Y, Z , Pressure\n\n";

print CFX5PS "END\n";
print CFX5PS ">export\n";

print CFX5PS ">quit\n";

close(CFX5PS);
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###################################
# Reading wall pressures using cfx5post
###################################
$postCommand = "cfx5post -batch wallPressure.cse m01.dmp";
print "Exporting wall pressure: $postCommand\n";
system "nice -19 cfx5post -batch wallPressure.cse m01.dmp";
chdir("$workingDir") || pprint "Error: $!";
###################################
# Reading boundary pressure on walls
###################################
print "\##################\n# Correcting Forces\n";
print "##################\n";

$fh = new FileHandle "$runningDir/pressLower.dat", "r";
if (defined $fh) {

if($fh->getline =~ m/^([0-9e\-\+\.]+)\s+([0-9e\-\+\.]+)\s+[^
]([0-9e\-\+\.]+)\s+([0-9e\-\+\.]+).*$/){
print "Not corr YLowerForce = $YLowerForce\n";
print "\$4, boundary press = $4\n";
$YLowerForce = $YLowerForce+$4*$L*(10**-6)*$B*(10**-6);
print "Corrected YLowerForce = $YLowerForce\n";

}else{
pprint "I can\’t read press from $runningDir/pressLower.dat";

}
undef $fh; # automatically closes the file

}else{
pprint "I can\’t read $runningDir/pressLower.dat";

}
$fh = new FileHandle "$runningDir/pressUpper.dat", "r";
if (defined $fh) {

if($fh->getline =~ m/^([0-9e\-\+\.]+)\s+([0-9e\-\+\.]+)\s+[^
]([0-9e\-\+\.]+)\s+([0-9e\-\+\.]+).*$/){
print "Not corr YUpperForce = $YUpperForce\n";
print "\$4, boundary press = $4\n";
$YUpperForce = $YUpperForce-$4*$L*(10**-6)*$B*(10**-6);
print "Corrected YUpperForce = $YUpperForce\n";

}else{
pprint "I can\’t read press from $runningDir/pressUpper.dat";

}
undef $fh; # automatically closes the file

}else{
pprint "I can\’t read $runningDir/pressUpper.dat";

}

####################################
# Append All geo-data and forces to a common file
####################################
# non-dimensional force = F*H0**2/(U*visc*B*L**2)
####################################
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$dlXUpperForce = ($XUpperForce*($H0*10**-6)**2)/#
($upperVel*$viscosity*$B*(10**-6)*($L*10**-6)**2);

$dlYUpperForce = ($YUpperForce*($H0*10**-6)**2)/#
($upperVel*$viscosity*$B*(10**-6)*($L*10**-6)**2);

open(RES,">> $paramFile.res") || pprint "Error: $!";
open(LOCALRES,"> $runningDir/res") ||

pprint "Error: $!: $geotype.$dlD.$dlXD.$dlW.el$edgeLength/res";
print RES ("$geotype $L $H0 $B $dlD $dlXD $dlW ".

"$upperVel $lowerVel $edgeLength $density ".
"$viscosity $XUpperForce $YUpperForce ".
"$dlXUpperForce $dlYUpperForce $Re $modRe\n");

print LOCALRES ("%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%".
"\n% 1: (1=spl,2=cyl)\n% 2: L\n% 3: H0\n% 4: B".
"\n% 5: dlD\n% 6: dlXD\n% 7: dlW\n% 8: upperVel".
"\n% 9: lowerVel\n% 10: edgeLength\n% 11: density".
"\n% 12: viscosity\n% 13: XUpperForce\n% 14: YUpperForce".
"\n% 15: dlXUpperForce\n% 16: dlYUpperForce\n% 17: Re".
"\n% 18: modRe\n".

"%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n".

"$geotype $L $H0 $B $dlD $dlXD $dlW ".
"$upperVel $lowerVel $edgeLength $density ".
"$viscosity $XUpperForce $YUpperForce ".
"$dlXUpperForce $dlYUpperForce $Re $modRe\n");

close(RES) || pprint "Error: $!";
close(LOCALRES) || pprint "Error: $!";

}
closedir(RUNDIR) || pprint "Error: $!";

##############################################
# Copy -r $runningDir, $paramFile, $paramFile.res # -r $paramFile.tex
# -r $workingDir/exparam.log to
# fredde@130.240.31.12:$paramFilName
##############################################
system ("scp -r $runningDir $paramFile $paramFile.res ".
"$workingDir/exparam.log ".
"fredde\@130.240.31.12:$savingDir/$paramFileName");
system "rm -r $runningDir";

}
}

}
}
close(PARAM) || pprint "Error: $!";
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C.2 Force Plotting

This Perl script creates MATLAB™ plots of forces, coefficients of friction, geometrical
and physical parameters etc. as functions of each other. This is achieved by reading
the result file created by the coordinator script. The function and its variable value are
easily specified on the command line as well as all options available. This makes it a
fast process to determine interesting dependencies and fast to process a great number of
simulation results at the same time. For convenience and archive reason, all the figures
are included in a LATEX file with appropriate subtext.

All the options available are specified as follows:

Plots Matlab graphs of results contained in a res-file.

Usage:
forceplot [OPT] y[x] -diff a -fig b -const=num c BASE [DIR ...] [-dest DEST]
where [] are optional arguments except ’x’, which is compulsory
and must be surrounded by the square brackets ’[’ x ’]’

Compulsary arguments
---------------------------------------------------

y[x] -- <y> will be plotted as a function of <x>
-diff a -- Curves representing different values of <a> will

be plotted in the same figure
-fig b -- Figures representing different values of <b> will

be plotted. I.e., <b> is constant in the separate
figure

-const=num c -- <c> is kept constant in every plot with the value <num>
Note that <num> MUST be set to an existing value

BASE -- A compulsary directory containing simulation run with
a <param>.res-file

DIR ... -- Optional simulation directories
-dest DEST -- An optional destination directory where the resulting

and scripts will be placed. Default location is
’<BASEDIR>.force’ for a single simulation file and
<simulation dir>.force.multi for multiple files

y, x, a, b, c can be either of the following parameters:
---------------------------------------------------

Fn -- Normal force on wall
dlFn -- Dimensionless normal force on wall
Ft -- Tangetial force on wall
dlFt -- Dimensionless tangetial force on wall
f -- Coefficient of friction
invf -- 1/(Coefficient of friction)
Re -- Reynold number
modRe -- Modified Reynold number
d -- Dimensionles d
xd -- Dimensionles xd
w -- Dimensionles w
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area -- Groove area

OPTions
----------------------------------------------------

-logy -- Plot the y-axis with a 10-based logarithm scale.
-L [STR]...PARAM

-- Specify a legend where PARAM is any of the above
parameters and STR is an optional string contained
inside square brackets, e.g. -L [curve1][curve2]Rew

-lpos=n -- Specifies the position <n> of the legend where <n>
could be one of the following

0 = Automatic placement (least conflict with data)
1 = Upper right-hand corner (default)
2 = Upper left-hand corner
3 = Lower left-hand corner
4 = Lower right-hand corner
-1 = To the right of the plot
where -1 is the default location.

-noleg -- Excludes displaying legends on graphs

-origtick -- Uses Matlabs original tick labels and not \LaTeX-labels
Examples:
To plot normal force as a function of <d> with different
<w>-curves, with <Re> constant in the figure and <xd>=0 totally
constant and using simulations directories DIR1, DIR2 and DIR3
and writing the results to DEST type:

forceplot -Fn[d] -diff w -fig Re -const=0 xd DIR1 DIR2 DIR3 -dest DEST

And the code:

#!/usr/bin/perl

sub pprint {
open(LOG,">> $workingDir/baseforceplot.log") || print "Error: $!";
require "ctime.pl";
$date = &ctime(time);
$line = shift;
print LOG "---------------------------------\n";
print LOG "$line\n$runningDir, $date";
print LOG "---------------------------------\n";
print "$line\n";
close(LOG) || print "Error: $!";

}

$help = "".
"Plots Matlab graphs of results contained in a res-file.\n\n".
"Usage: \n".
"$0 [OPT] y[x] -diff a -fig b -const=num c BASE [DIR ...] [-dest DEST]\n".
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"where [] are optional arguments except ’x’, which is compulsory \n".
"and must be surrounded by the square brackets ".
" ’[’ x ’]’\n\n".
" Compulsary arguments\n".
" ---------------------------------------------------\n".
" y[x] -- <y> will be plotted as a function of <x>\n".
" -diff a -- Curves representing different values of <a> will\n".
" be plotted in the same figure\n".
" -fig b -- Figures representing different values of <b> will\n".
" be plotted. I.e., <b> is constant in the separate\n".
" figure\n".
" -const=num c -- <c> is kept constant in every plot with the value <num>\n".
" Note that <num> MUST be set to an existing value\n".
" BASE -- A compulsary directory containing simulation run with\n".
" a <param>.res-file\n".
" DIR ... -- Optional simulation directories\n".
" -dest DEST -- An optional destination directory where the resulting\n".
" and scripts will be placed. Default location is\n".
" ’<BASEDIR>.force’ for a single simulation file and\n".
" <simulation dir>.force.multi for multiple files\n\n".
" y, x, a, b, c can be either of the following parameters:\n".
" ---------------------------------------------------\n".
" Fn -- Normal force on wall \n".
" dlFn -- Dimensionless normal force on wall \n".
" Ft -- Tangetial force on wall \n".
" dlFt -- Dimensionless tangetial force on wall \n".
" f -- Coefficient of friction\n".
" invf -- 1/(Coefficient of friction)\n".
" Re -- Reynold number\n".
" modRe -- Modified Reynold number\n".
" d -- Dimensionles d\n".
" xd -- Dimensionles xd\n".
" w -- Dimensionles w\n\n".
" area -- Groove area\n\n".
" OPTions\n".
" ----------------------------------------------------\n".
" -logy -- Plot the y-axis with a 10-based logarithm scale. \n".
" -L [STR]...PARAM\n".
" -- Specify a legend where PARAM is any of the above \n".
" parameters and STR is an optional string contained \n".
" inside square brackets, e.g. -L [curve1][curve2]Rew\n".
" -lpos=n -- Specifies the position <n> of the legend where <n> \n".
" could be one of the following\n".
" 0 = Automatic placement (least conflict with data)\n".
" 1 = Upper right-hand corner (default)\n".
" 2 = Upper left-hand corner\n".
" 3 = Lower left-hand corner\n".
" 4 = Lower right-hand corner\n".
" -1 = To the right of the plot\n".
" where -1 is the default location.\n".
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" -noleg -- Excludes displaying legends on graphs\n\n".
" -origtick -- Uses Matlabs original tick labels and not \\LaTeX-labels\n".
" Examples:\n".
" To plot normal force as a function of <d> with different \n".
" <w>-curves, with <Re> constant in the figure and <xd>=0 totally \n".
" constant and using simulations directories DIR1, DIR2 and DIR3 \n".
" and writing the results to DEST type:\n".
"$0 -Fn[d] -diff w -fig Re -const=0 xd DIR1 DIR2 DIR3 -dest DEST\n\n";

$destdir = "";
$checkfunc = 0;
$checkdiff = 0;
$yvar = "";
$xvar = "";
$diff = "";
$totconstvar = "";
$totconstval = 0;
$figconstvar = "";
$figconstval = 0;
$minusG = 0;
$minusH = 0;
$minusL = 0;
$minusS = 0;
$minusF = 0;
$minusY = 0;
$minusW = 0;
$minusD = 0;
$minusX = 0;
$minusU = 0;
$minusM = 0;
$minusA = 0;
$minusLegend = 0;
$legend = "";
$noLegend = 0;
$legendpos = -1;
$origtick = 0;
$logy = 0;

#################################
# The colums in res-file
# containing the parameters
#################################
$cols{"geotype"} = 1;
$cols{"L_x"} = 2;
$cols{"L_y"} = 3;
$cols{"B"} = 4;
$cols{"d"} = 5;
$cols{"xd"} = 6;
$cols{"w"} = 7;
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$cols{"upperVel"} = 8;
$cols{"lowerVel"} = 9;
$cols{"edgeLength"} = 10;
$cols{"dens"} = 11;
$cols{"visc"} = 12;
$cols{"Ft"} = 13;
$cols{"Fn"} = 14;
$cols{"dlFt"} = 15;
$cols{"dlFn"} = 16;
$cols{"Re"} = 17;
$cols{"modRe"} = 18;
$cols{"area"} = 19;
#################################
# The parameter NAMES
#################################
if($cols{"geotype"}==1){ # Well, this should be done

$names{"geotype"} = "Geometry"; # in the matlab code because
}else{ # the values of geotype at

$names{"geotype"} = "Cylindrical"; # this stage is unknown :-)
} # (A small blunder)
$names{"L_x"} = "L_x";
$names{"L_y"} = "L_y";
$names{"B"} = "B";
$names{"d"} = "d^+";
$names{"xd"} = "xd^+";
$names{"w"} = "w^+";
$names{"upperVel"} = "U-vel upper wall [m/s]";
$names{"lowerVel"} = "U-vel lower wall [m/s]";
$names{"edgeLength"} = "edgelength";
$names{"dens"} = "density";
$names{"visc"} = "viscocity";
$names{"Ft"} = "F_x";
$names{"Fn"} = "F_y";
$names{"dlFt"} = "F_x^+";
$names{"dlFn"} = "F_y^+";
$names{"Re"} = "Re";
$names{"modRe"} = "Re^*";
$names{"area"} = "Groove\\ area";

############################
# Checking line options and input filenames
############################

@oldargs = @ARGV;

while(@oldargs){
$arg = shift(@oldargs);
if($arg =~ m/^-(.*)$/){

$options = $1;
if($options =~ m/^-help$/) {print $help;}
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# Checking for y=f(x)
if($options =~ m/^(\w+)\[(\w+)\]$/){

$checkfunc=1;
$yvar = $1;
$xvar = $2;
print "$yvar\n$xvar\n";

}
# Destination dir
elsif($options =~ m/^dest$/){

$destdir = shift(@oldargs);
}
# The different curves
elsif($options =~ m/^diff$/){

$checkdiff=1;
$diff = shift(@oldargs);

}
# Parameter to be kept constant in
# the figure
elsif($options =~ m/^fig$/){

#$checkdiff=1;
$figconst = shift(@oldargs);

}
# Parameter to be kept completly
# constant in all the plot. This parameter
# must be assigned a value!!
elsif($options =~ m/^const=(.*)$/){

#$checkdiff=1;
$totconstval = $1;
$totconstvar = shift(@oldargs);

}
# Position of the legend (optional)

elsif($options =~ m/^logy$/){$logy = 1;}
elsif($options =~ m/^lpos=(.*)$/){$legendpos = $1;}
elsif($options =~ m/^noleg$/){$noLegend=1;}
elsif($options =~ m/^origtick$/){$origtick=1;}
elsif($options =~ m/^.*l.*$/){$minusL=1;}
elsif($options =~ m/^.*s.*$/){$minusS=1;}
elsif($options =~ m/^.*f.*$/){$minusF=1;}
elsif($options =~ m/^.*a.*$/){$minusA=1;}
elsif($options =~ m/^.*L.*$/){

$minusLegend = 1;
$legend = shift(@oldargs);

}else{
print "$0: invalid option -- $arg\n".

"Try ‘$0 --help’ for more information.\n";
exit;

}
}else{

##########################
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# Checking file validity
##########################
if($arg){

if(-e "$ENV{\"PWD\"}/$arg"){
push(@files, $arg);

}else{
print "$0: cannot stat ‘$arg’: No such file or directory\n";
exit;

}
}

}
}

##################################
# Checking that all needed options are correctly set
##################################

#if($checkfunc && $checkdiff &&
# $yvar ne $xvar && $yvar ne $diff && $xvar ne $diff &&
# $yvar&&$xvar&&$diff=~m/^[wd’xd’’Re’’Fn’’Ft’]$/){
# print "$yvar($xvar) will be plotted with different ".
# "values of $diff and $totconstvar=$totconstval.\n";
#}else{
# print "no\n";
# exit;
#}

if($#files>0){ ### more than one dir => creating one BASEDIR
$baseFileName = $files[0];
print "MAINDIR = $baseFileName\n";
print "files = @files\n";
if($destdir){

$workingDir ="$ENV{\"PWD\"}/$destdir";
}else{

$workingDir = "$ENV{\"PWD\"}/$baseFileName.force.multi";
}
system "mkdir $workingDir";
system "mkdir $workingDir/forceimages";
$runningDir = "$ENV{\"PWD\"}";

}elsif($#files==-1){
print "$0: missing file arguments\n".

"Try ‘$0 --help’ for more information.\n";
exit;

}else{
$baseFileName = $files[0];
print "MAINDIR = $baseFileName\n";
print "files = @files\n";
if($destdir){

$workingDir ="$ENV{\"PWD\"}/$destdir";
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}else{
$workingDir = "$ENV{\"PWD\"}/$baseFileName.force";

}
system "mkdir $workingDir";
system "mkdir $workingDir/forceimages";
$runningDir = "$ENV{\"PWD\"}";

}

pprint "The command was $0 @ARGV";

open(MLFILE, "> $workingDir/forceplot.m") || print "Error: $!";
print MLFILE "allres = [\n";
while(@files){

$newfile = shift(@files);
print MLFILE " load(\’$runningDir/$newfile/$newfile.res\’)\;...\n";

}
print MLFILE " ]\;\n\n";
close(MLFILE);

################################
# Writing subfunction for matlab
################################
open(MLSUB, "> $workingDir/getsingle.m") || print "Error: $!";
print MLSUB "function singval = getsingle(mat,col)\n".

"%sortera bort dubletter i column col i matris mat\n".
"%allres2 = allres(:,:)\;\n".
"singval(1) = mat(1,col)\;\n".
"last = singval(1)\;\n".
"countsingval = 1\;\n".
"while(length(mat)>0)\n".
" mat = mat(find(mat(:,col)~=last),:)\;\n".
" if(length(mat)>0)\n".
" countsingval = countsingval + 1\;\n".
" singval(countsingval) = mat(1,col)\;\n".
" last=0\;\n".
" last = mat(1,col)\;\n".
" end\n".
"end\n";

close(MLSUB);
###############################

open(TEXFILE, "> $workingDir/forceplot.tex") || print "Error: $!";
print TEXFILE

’\documentclass[a4paper, twocolumn]{article}’."\n".
’\usepackage[latin1]{inputenc}’."\n".
’\usepackage[swedish, english]{babel} % svensk avstavning’."\n".
’\usepackage[dvips]{graphicx}’."\n".
’\usepackage{amssymb, amsmath}’."\n".
’\usepackage{makeidx}’."\n".
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’\usepackage{wasysym}’."\n".
’\usepackage{amssymb}’."\n".
’\usepackage{fancyhdr}’."\n".
’\renewcommand{\headrulewidth}{2pt} % bred linje ovanför’."\n".
’\renewcommand{\footrulewidth}{0.1pt} % smal linje under’."\n".
’\usepackage{verbatim} % bra för kod mm ’."\n".
’\begin{document}’."\n".
’\selectlanguage{english}’."\n".
’\onecolumn ’."\n\n";

close(TEXFILE);

################################################

open(MLFILE, ">> $workingDir/forceplot.m") || print "Error: $!";
print MLFILE "plstl = \{\’-*\’,\’-+\’,\’-x\’,\’-v\’,\’-o\’,\’-<\’,\n".

" \’->\’,\’-s\’,\’-d\’,\’-^\’,\’-p\’,\’-h\’}\;\n";
print MLFILE "legstr = \’\’\;\n";
print MLFILE "set(0,’DefaultTextInterpreter’,’none’)\n";
print MLFILE "set(clf,’Visible’,’off’)\;\n".

"% Reasigning allres to all values where totconst is one value\n".
"allres = allres(find(allres(:,$cols{$totconstvar})==$totconstval),:)\;\n".
"% get all different values of d(col 5) and w(col 7)\n".
"figconst = sort(getsingle(allres,$cols{$figconst}))\; %%% =W\n".
"for i=1:length(figconst) % Find all W = figconst(i)\n".
" res1 = allres(find(allres(:,$cols{$figconst})==figconst(i)),:)\;\n".
" diff = sort(getsingle(res1,$cols{$diff}))\;\n".
"% figure(i)\n".
" for j=1:length(diff)\n".
" res2 = res1(find(res1(:,$cols{$diff})==diff(j)),:); ".
"% Find all D = % diff(j)\n";

# Coefficient of friction
if($logy){$plotcommand = "semilogy";}
else{$plotcommand = "plot";}
if($yvar eq "invf"){

$names{$yvar}="\\frac{1}{f}";
print MLFILE " $plotcommand(res2(:,$cols{$xvar}),res2(:,$cols{’Fn’})".

"./res2(:,$cols{’Ft’}),char(plstl(j)),’MarkerSize’,4)\;\n";
}elsif($yvar eq "f"){

$names{$yvar}="f";
print MLFILE " $plotcommand(res2(:,$cols{$xvar}),res2(:,$cols{’Ft’})".

"./res2(:,$cols{’Fn’}),char(plstl(j)),’MarkerSize’,4)\;\n";
}else{

print MLFILE " $plotcommand(res2(:,$cols{$xvar}),res2(:,$cols{$yvar}),".
"char(plstl(j)),’MarkerSize’,4)\;\n";
}
print MLFILE " hold on\n".
# axis tight must be set before replacing tick labels!!

"grid on\naxis tight\n".
" xlabel(’\\tex[t][t]{\$$names{$xvar}\$}’,’Fontsize’,5)\;\n".
" ylabel(’\\tex[c][c]{\$$names{$yvar}\$}’,’Fontsize’,9, ...\n".
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"’HorizontalAlignment’,’left’,’Rotation’,0)\;\n".
" legstr{j} = strcat(’\\tex[l][l]{’, ’\$$names{$diff}=’,".
"num2str(res2(1,$cols{$diff})), ’\$}’)\;\n".
" end\n";

# Turning off warning mess because of
# a tremendous winding from the legend
if(!$noLegend){

print MLFILE
("warning off\n".
"[legend_h,object_h,plot_h,text_strings] = legend(legstr,$legendpos)\;\n".
"warning on\n".
"set(legend_h,’FontSize’,[9])\;\n".
# "set(legend_h,’Position’,[0.13 0.5 0.2 0.1])\;\n".
"legend(’boxoff’)\n");
}
"set(gca,’FontSize’,[5])\;\n";
# Different rescaling depending on if legend position -1 is set

if($legendpos == -1){
print MLFILE "set(gcf,’PaperPosition’,[2 2 4.8 2.4])\;\n";

}else{
print MLFILE "set(gcf,’PaperPosition’,[2 2 2.7 2.4])\;\n";

}
if(!$origtick){

print MLFILE "%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n";
print MLFILE "%%%%%% Replacing axes tick labels for \n";
print MLFILE "%%%%%% psfrag replacement in LaTeX\n";
print MLFILE "clear ti tj xtick ytick xnewtick ynewtick gca\n";
print MLFILE "xtick = get(gca,’XTickLabel’)\;\n";
print MLFILE "ytick = get(gca,’YTickLabel’)\;\n";
print MLFILE "for ti=1:length(xtick)\n";
print MLFILE " xnewtick{ti,1} = strcat(’\\tex[tc][tc]";
print MLFILE "{’,xtick(ti,:),’}’)\;\nend\n";
print MLFILE "for tj=1:length(ytick)\n";
print MLFILE " ynewtick{tj,1} = strcat(’\\tex[r][r]";
print MLFILE "{’,ytick(tj,:),’}’)\;\nend\n";
print MLFILE "set(gca,’XTickLabel’,xnewtick)\n";
print MLFILE "set(gca,’YTickLabel’,ynewtick)\n";
##############################################
# To avoid Matlab trunkating the tick labels!!
##############################################
print MLFILE "set(gca,’XTickMode’,’manual’)\n";
print MLFILE "set(gca,’YTickMode’,’manual’)\n";
print MLFILE "%%%%%% End tick replace %%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n";
print MLFILE "%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%\n";

}

#################################
# Printing image
#################################
$imgName = "\’$yvar.$xvar.$diff.\’ num2str(figconst(i)) \’.$totconstval.eps\’]";
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#print MLFILE "imgstr = ’’\;\n";
print MLFILE "imgstr = [\’$workingDir/forceimages/\’ $imgName\;";
print MLFILE "\nprint(\’-depsc2\’,imgstr)\;\n";
#################################
# Apending image to tex-file
#################################
print MLFILE

("MLTEX = fopen(\’$workingDir/forceplot.tex\’,\’a\’)\;\n".
"fprintf(MLTEX,\’%s\\n\’,\’\\begin{figure}[!htb]\’)\;\n".
"fprintf(MLTEX,\’%s\\n\’,\’\\includegraphics\’)\;\n".
"fprintf(MLTEX,\’%s\\n\’,[\’{\’ imgstr \’}\’])\;\n".
"fprintf(MLTEX,\’%s\\n\’,\’\\textsf{\\caption{\$$names{$yvar}\$ as a ".
"function of ".
"\$$names{$xvar}\$ for various values of \$$names{$diff}\$.\’)\;\n".
"fprintf(MLTEX,\’%s\’,\’ Here \$$names{$figconst}=\’)\;\n".
"fprintf(MLTEX,\’%s\’,num2str(figconst(i)))\;\n".
"fprintf(MLTEX,\’%s\\n\’,\’\$ and \$$names{$totconstvar}=$totconstval\$\ ’)\;\n".
"fprintf(MLTEX,\’%s\\n\’,\’is kept constant.}}\’)\;\n".
"fprintf(MLTEX,\’%s\\n\\n\’,\’\\end{figure}\’)\;\n".
"fclose(MLTEX)\;\n".
" hold off\n".
"end\n".
"MLTEX = fopen(\’$workingDir/forceplot.tex\’,\’a\’)\;\n".
"fprintf(MLTEX,\’%s\\n\’,\’\\end{document}\’)\;\n".
"fclose(MLTEX)\;\n".
"exit\;\n");

################################################

#open(TEXFILE, ">> $workingDir/forceplot.tex") || print "Error: $!";
#print TEXFILE ’\end{document}’;
#close(TEXFILE);
#open(MLFILE, ">> $workingDir/forceplot.m") || print "Error: $!";
#print MLFILE "exit\;";
#close(MLFILE);
chdir $workingDir;
system "matlab -nosplash -nojvm -r forceplot";
system "latex forceplot.tex";
system "dvips forceplot.dvi";
system "ghostview forceplot.ps";
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